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LEWISTON, MAIN!

H1N1 Hits Campus

College's isolation houses reach capacity, ill students asked to self-quarantine

Alum Teams up with
Solar Energy Co. to
Prevent Predicted
Collapse of Maine's
Power System
GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

GARDINER NARDINI/THE BATES STUDENT

A student exhibiting ILI symptoms is escorted by Security on Oct. 8th as he departs his Wood St. residence for a College-designated quarantine facility.

delivered [to the house], I was given the
option of requesting a particular meal.”
According to Cohn, the food pack¬
ages delivered to students in isolation
The Maine Center for Disease Control
consisted of turkey sandwiches, jello,
and Prevention (CDC) sent 900 emergen¬
chicken soup and a generous supply of
cy H1N1 nasal spray vaccines to Bates last
Gatorade.
Saturday to conduct a mass immunization
“We have begun self-isolation in stu¬
after six student cultures tested positive
dent dorms as of today,” said Tisdale on
for the virus on Thursday, Oct. 8th and
Sunday, Oct. 11. “We will e-mail all stu¬
over 40 students exhibited influenza-like
dents Monday and ask them to find an
illness (III) symptoms in the following
alternative living space in case their room¬
days.
mate gets sick.”
“As our Sept. 24 e-mail said, we
Roommates and friends of students
had seen only nine students at that
with ILIs will play a crucial role in aiding
time with ILI[s], none testing positive
these students’ recovery, according to Tis¬
for H1N1,” said Dean of Students Tedd
dale. “Friends will pick up two pre-pack¬
Goundie. “We had a little lull, and then
aged meals for them in Commons and
over the past week we saw a dozen
Commons will also drop off a package
more, at least half of whom were con¬
of fluids and soups outside their doors.”
firmed with H1N1. We have had three
Students in self-isolation will receive
or four more since Thursday.”
daily check-ups, said Tisdale. “We’ll also
A total of 638 of the 900 nasal spray
have a symptom list online that we’ll ask
vaccines were administered to students
them to check. It tells you that if you
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday, Oct.
have the following symptoms of con¬
10th in Chase Lounge. An e-mail was
cern to please call us immediately.”
sent to all students listing vaccination
Symptoms typically last three to
time slots based upon the alphabetical
five days, with students missing about
order of students’ last names.
a week of classes. “H1N1 is a milder
A second Announce e-mail a few
case in a lot of respects than the nor¬
hours later rescinded the message of the
mal seasonal flu that we have seen,”
first, encouraging students to visit the
said Tisdale.
clinic at any time before 2 p.m. on Satur¬
Although all colleges and universi¬
day as the number of students getting in¬
ties within the state are following the
oculated was “not as high as anticipated.”
same protocol, certain institutions have
The Maine CDC will supply Bates
seen more cases than others.
with an additional 300 injectable
As of Monday, Oct. 12th, 79 Bates
doses this Wednesday, according to
students had exhibited ILI symptoms,
Christy Tisdale, Director of the Health
with at least 40 of those cases occurring
Center. These vaccinations wiil be
in the last week. As of Thureday, Oct.
administered Thursday to those stu¬
8, a reported 182 students at Bowdoin
dents who were unavailable to re¬
College had met the medical criteria
ceive treatment Saturday or whose
for ILIs since the start of the semester.
medical conditions prevented them
Of these students, 179 at Bowdoin and
from receiving the nasal spray.
10 at Bates have fully recovered. Half
“We were very lucky to get the vac¬
the Bates students with ILIs have gone
cines that we have - it was not expected,”
home, and the rest are in self-isolation,
CAROLINE SOLLMANNI/THE BATES STUDENT
said Goundie. “Oddly, our timing was
said Tisdale.
H1N1 nasal spray vaccines await administration during Saturday's flu clinic.
DANIELA REICHELSTEIN

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

good - our first confirmed cases coincided
with the state receiving some vaccine ship¬
ments, so they wanted us to have it right
away to see if the spread could be con¬
tained through getting as many inoculated
as passible, as soon as possible.”
It is essential that as many students
as feasible are vaccinated to reduce the
risk of the virus spreading, said Tisdale
in a Bates College Television interview.
“We’re not mandating that anyone get this
vaccine, we’re just hoping the majority of
students get it, and they probably will.”
The Maine CDC will no longer test
student cultures after at least three cases
are confirmed, meaning that “any student
exhibiting ILI[s] will be presumed to have
H1N1,” as stated in an e-mail message dis¬
tributed Thursday.
ILI symptoms include a fever over
101 degrees, a nasty cough, a soar throat,
dehydration and in some cases nausea
and vomiting, according to Tisdale. “If
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students have any of these primary symp¬
toms, we’re assuming they have H1N1.”
This assumption has important impli¬
cations for the student isolation protocol
at Bates set out by the CDC.
The three college-owned isolation
houses on Franklin, College and Russell
streets have reached capacity since no
more than three students are isolated in
a house at any given time, said Goundie.
Noah Cohn ’12 was placed in the iso¬
lation house located at 85 Franklin Street
for four days upon presenting with III
symptoms on Thursday afternoon. Dur¬
ing Cohn’s time in quarantine, three other
Bates students were rotated through the
house, described by Cohn as comfortable,
but with little beyond the bare necessi¬
ties. Cohn complained of the minimal
amount of furniture provided, particu¬
larly noting the lack of chairs. “Every¬
one has been incredibly accommodat¬
ing,” said Cohn. “Even when food was

Last year, Northeast energy agen¬
cies and regulators released a study
forecasting that within the next 10
years, demand for electricity in south¬
ern Maine and New England will swell
beyond the capacity of the region’s cur¬
rent transmission infrastructure. The
system now in place for transporting
electricity, which powers Lewiston/Au¬
burn and thus the Bates campus, would
face frequent failures during hours of
peak energy usage if the projected de¬
mand were to manifest in future elec¬
trical traffic. In this event, by 2017 the
system would fall below regulatory
standards of reliability and the state
would be fined upwards of one million
dollars by the federal government.
Central Maine Power, a pub¬
lic utility company that maintains a
monopoly over transmission lines in
southern Maine, devised the Maine
Power Reliability Program last year.
The MPRP seeks to update current
electrical lines with new and larg¬
er wires that can accommodate in¬
creased traffic. Nick Mazuroski ’09,
a recent Bates graduate working for
GridSolar, a Maine-based distributive
solar energy company, explained the
power problem similarly but argued
for a different solution.
“It's really the heavy traffic times
of the day - for example, on hot, sun¬
ny, humid days, when air condition¬
ers kick on, [that] lines will become
strained as more electricity is needed.
This high demand and subsequent
stress poses high risk to blacking out
the system,” said Mazuroski. “CMP
came along after seeing this study
looking to act. But GridSolar came
up with an alternative plan, one that
I know to be superior to the MPRP,
for a number of reasons. I joined
GridSolar because I believe in the
project. What it could do for the
state is pretty incredible.”
GridSolar was founded during the
winter of 2008 with the goal of insti¬
tuting a greenhouse gas-free, cost-ef¬
ficient system of providing peak-hour
energy - the organization’s mission is
to build solar cell fields between 10
and 50 acres large near the southern
Maine communities that need this
peak-hour energy. With the creation
of localized generation facilities suplementing the baseline supply, Grid¬
Solar contends that renovating power
lines will be unnecessary. Each field
generates from two to 10 megawatts,
depending on acreage and weather
conditions, while their use in substitu¬
tion of the MPRP will decrease green¬
house gas emissions by 500,000 tons
a year.
Looking
beyond
ecologi¬
cal concerns, the virtues of a dis¬
tributive solar approach are far
more valuable than the gains from
improving current transmission wir¬
ing, claimed Mazuroski, who has
worked for GridSolar since July of
See MAZUROSKI, page 6

Recent Alums Faring Better than Average in
Current Job Market, Career Services Says
GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

The 2009 Office of Career Services
(OCS) Cap and Gown Survey Results
indicated that just one month after
graduating, 45 percent of the Class of
2009 had “employment plans”, a term
describing both long-term and short¬
term job opportunities. 20 percent of
recent graduates found themselves still
searching, 15 percent were either taking
time off or pondering the next step, 10
percent were looking to attend gradu¬
ate school, while the remaining 10 per¬
cent did not respond.
Employment statistics fall in line
with those from previous years, a laud¬
able accomplishment given the tough
economic climate. In fact, only 20 per¬
cent of college graduates nationally
were employed at graduation this year,
according to national sources.

In an effort to spread information
regarding the current job climate and
encourage increased employment per¬
centages in the coming years, the OCS
hosted a panel of young Bates alumni
on Sept. 25 to share their experiences
with the College community.
Jason Buxbaum ’08, a political sci¬
ence major, explained that although
he was confident in his credentials
when applying to Teach for America,
he unfortunately was not accepted to
the program. Although he later had a
fruitful experience doing analysis and
survey research for several Democratic
politicians, Buxbaum explained that
when entering the job market, one
should have a backup plan. “You can
be a strong candidate for positions and
not get them,” he said.
Michelle Ladonne ’09, a Spanish
and Chinese double major, said her
most valuable employment experi¬
ences came from unexpected oppor¬
tunities. When the business manager

at the Chinese cultural institute she
worked at one undergraduate sum¬
mer left the company, the institute's
administration asked Ladonne to fill
the vacant role. Though she had no
previous experience with business or
management at that point, Ladonne
took the opportunity to learn new
skills and ultimately excelled.
The experience and confidence she
gained from this work helped Ladonne
to land a position her senior year at St.
Mary's Hospital in Lewiston. Ladonne
managed a project that centered upon
evaluating the inventory of medical
machinery and conducting risk assess¬
ments, and ultimately was offered a job
after graduation that involved further
assessing and improving upon the hos¬
pital’s capital and protocol.
“It’s a great ability to be able to
learn a lot of skills in a short period
of time, so go for something you have
See RECENT ALUM, page 6
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Why People

Letters to the Editor:_

Don’t Say “Hi”

A Request from L/A Community Members:
Vote “No” on Question 1

to Each Other on
Bates’ Campus:
A Hypothesis
Try-to-Find-a-Party-at-Bates-ThatIsn’t-Over-at-One.
Even better, you may have had
conversations with all of these people.
Bates weekends are something of a so¬
cial anomaly. The week goes by and
you talk to the same people in the
same locations and then, suddenly,
you’re meeting fifty kids. This is also
problematic because of one-night-stand
friendships. During the weekends, two
people, fueled by alcoholic nirvana, can
truly transcend all other boundaries and
achieve a Perfect Understanding. These
conversations can be spiritual experi¬
ences. Unfortunately, the next morn¬
ing rolls around and you’re left with
the aching question: Who was I friends
with last night’
Then, it’s awkward. You and your
one night stand friend will see each
other in Commons or in the library,
maybe muttering a guttural hello or
maybe just looking away, knowing
that, for one blurred night, you had
something special together. Eventually,
a month or two will go by, and even
these acknowledgments will fade into
neutral obscurity.
But one night stand friends aren’t
the primary reason for the paucity
of greetings at Bates. The contained
population is the problem. When you
know everyone on campus, you can
easily be obligated to say hello to ev¬
eryone. You can literally waste your
entire day by making small talk in
Commons. Who wants to do that? We
see each other everywhere. Nothing
is that exciting about these potential
conversations unless you’re honestly
interested in what has happened to
someone since you last saw them at
lunch. You both know that you’ll see
each other again within a day.
Once you’ve reached this state of
Small Talk Zen, things are much more
comfortable. No one here is trying
to be aggressively unfriendly; it’s just
that we’ve become jaded about the
act of recognition because we recog¬
nize everybody. On the other hand, if
you run into someone in New York or
thirty minutes outside of Boston, you
will obviously say hello.
Why do people not say “hi” to
each other? Don’t worry about it,
don’t be self-conscious about it and
don’t take it personally—and you, too,
can ascend to Small Talk Zen.

BLAISE LUCEY
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

Many riddles fly
around campus. Who writes the napkin
responses each week? How does one
sit comfortably on the cement blocks
on Alumni Walk? Who, exactly, is Com¬
mons’ General Tso? Does he just re¬
heat chicken tenders and douse them
in sauce, or does he get new pieces of
chicken each time? Then, there’s the
biggest riddle of them all: why don’t
people say “hi” to each other on cam¬
pus?
This becomes an inevitable ques¬
tion as disgruntled first-years quickly
notice the social interactions of the
much more experienced upperclass¬
men, observing our simple rules of
thumb for looking away from each
other as we pass by. You know, strate¬
gies like, if Person A and Person B are
walking toward each other on Alumni
Walk but are too far away to greet
each other comfortably, it is perfectly
acceptable to avoid an exchange. You
can also do this if Person A appears
to be in a rush, or if Person B is obvi¬
ously listening to an iPod and would
be annoyed at the intrusion, or if you
already made eye contact, missed the
Moment, and can now only stagger
toward one another with your arms
pinned to your side.
Everyone seems to think that he
or she is the victim, as if Person A was
waiting in the middle of Alumni Walk,
standing there and shouting jovial and
energetic greetings, and Person B spot¬
ted them, made some obscene gesture,
and fled toward the Puddle. The main
problem with these stunted exchanges
is that people take them personally.
However, Bates kids aren’t unfriendly;
they're just socially lazy.
By October or November of your
sophomore year, you will suddenly
realize that you know almost every
face on campus. You will realize that
you’ve seen many of these people,
none of whose names you actually
know, playing Beer Pong, playing
Pee-in-a-Bush, playing Try-to-BeOverly-Friendly-with-Security,
play¬
ing Leave-the-Beer-Can-in-the-Quad,
or even playing the nearly impossible
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To the Editor:
We thought it was important to
contact you regarding what could be
one of the most important moments
in our lives. We have been together
as a homosexual couple for almost a
decade. To bring our relationship to
the next level and to honor the com¬
mitment we share, we were married in
Las Vegas in 2006. This was a defining
moment in both of our lives.
Although our union was not recog¬
nized in the state of Maine, it has been
central to our own personal lives and
to our relationship. Sharing this com¬
mitment is important to us, as we share
love, companionship and family. We
also share some of the less romantic
things, such as car payments, the mort¬
gage and plans for a happy retirement.
Our marriage has meant the world
to both of us. We are so fortunate to
live in a state that soon may recognize
same sex unions. The benefits of this
recognition can be summed up in
one word - security. We will finally
be legally recognized as each others’
next of kin. Without the legal right to
be named as next of kin, our future
together becomes potentially tumultu¬
ous. Without this right, we are denied
many things most people couldn’t
even imagine. We have promised to
stick together through sickness and in
health, but, in the tragic event that one

of us becomes sick or is hospitalized,
did you know that the hospital has the
right to refuse the other visitation? Our
healthcare providers would also not
have to honor our right to make the
important decisions necessary if the
other were not able to communicate
his wishes for himself.
In an even more tragic scenario,
our business and property could be
put in jeopardy and our last wishes
would be left to someone other than
our spouse. Did you know that when
a gay partner passes, someone as far
off as a distant cousin has the right to
contest the estate? We have worked so
hard to try to build a good life together
and to provide for the welfare of each
other. It would be so sad to have to
try and defend, in court, all that we
have worked for together and for each
other.
Many believe that we should not
be afforded any rights, as their reli¬
gion dictates that we are sinners and
deserve punishment. Our lives have
been made difficult on more than
one occasion by people with beliefs
such as these. These folks give no re¬
gard to the separation of church and
state. One of the most beautiful ben¬
efits of living in America is the right
to believe and practice one’s faith
without having to adhere to the re¬
ligious views of others. Although we
respect others’ right not to agree with

our lifestyle, we do not subscribe to
the thought that we are less equal. If
our country were to dictate that ev¬
eryone must follow a single religious
view, then our forefathers left Eng¬
land in vain.
This is why we are asking for your
support this November. Although our
Maine legislature and our governor
have decided that it would be uncon¬
stitutional not to recognize us as equal,
a coalition has gathered enough signa¬
tures to put our equal rights to vote.
This coalition asks you to force their
religious views on those who do not
subscribe to them and consequently
remove all the rights and responsibili¬
ties that we share in our relationship.
We are asking for you to help up
us as members of the community. We
realize that many of you may have per¬
sonal or religious views that do not
always place you on the side of gay
rights. However, we hope that you will
find our cause valid and recognize that
it is not right for us to be treated as sec¬
ond class citizens. We hope that you
will agree that in a democracy, it is not
right to force people to live by others’
religious views. With so much at stake,
please vote “no” on Question 1.
Richard and Tony
Members of the Lewiston/Auburn
Community

Oct. 6th Issue Failed to Recognize
Parents Weekend Dance Show
To the Editor:
On behalf of some of the dancers
who performed in the Parents Week¬
end show, we would like to express
our disappointment that our contri¬
bution to Parents Weekend was over¬
looked by The Student as one of the
artistic events going on.
As The Student was unable to pro¬
vide any sort of synopsis of the dance
show, here’s one for those of you who
couldn’t make it to the performance.
The show was held at noon on both
Saturday and Sunday in Schaeffer The¬
ater and included choreography by fac¬
ulty members Debi Irons and Carol Dilley, the Bates Step Club, the Bollywood
Club and individual students. This was
the most eclectic mix of high-quality
dances that the Parents Weekend show
has included in recent years. We know
that the typical dance show that fea¬
tures modern dance can be intimidat¬
ing and simply bizarre for members of
the Bates and Lewiston-Auburn com¬
munities who haven't been exposed to
dance before. This year, however, the
audience thoroughly enjoyed even the
“weird” modern piece - we were told
by one student who attended both per¬
formances that he enjoyed this piece
so much that he downloaded the mu¬
sic from it (this would have required a
bit more work than simply surfing the
iTunes store, because the second of the
two songs used is - according to the
choreographer - incredibly obscure
and not easy to find).
On a related note, we’d also like
to point out that Schaeffer was entire¬
ly full for both of our performances.

In fact, there were so many people in
the audience on Saturday that some
were forced to stand along the back
wall of the theater, and some were
even kicked out. On Sunday, nearly
every seat was filled, which was very
meaningful to us because Sunday’s
audience was comprised primarily of
students. We wouldn’t expect The
Student to know how many people
this show typically draws, but we
most certainly would hope that any
show on campus that was sold out
would be recognized as such. The
Student did note that “[sjeats filled
up quickly, leaving many audience
members perched against pillars and
walls” at the a capella concert, but
neglected to mention that the same
was true for the dance show. We’d
like to stress that this comment does
not mean that we harbor any hostility
towards the various a capella groups
(or towards any of the athletic teams
that played on Parents Weekend and
also received The Student’s attention).
We always enjoy seeing other student
artists’ work; most of us got to the a
capella show at least an hour early to
get seats and we know that several
members of the different a capella
groups attended one or both of our
shows on Parents Weekend. It’s great
that students who represent different
facets of the arts community support
one another, but we’re disappointed
that The Student was unable to sup¬
port this community at large as well.
We would also like to discuss the
time and energy that went into making
the pieces for this show - which, again,
The Student neglected to note. We had

a little over three weeks to prepare for
this show. In a nutshell, we spent the
entire first month of school busting
our butts: some of us spent close to 20
hours per week in the studio rehears¬
ing for the show, on top of the studio
dance classes some of us take and our
other academic work. Although we
don’t suggest that the Bates commu¬
nity be in awe of the work that went
into actualizing this show (we know
that most Batesies are pretty busy with
all of their academic and extracurricu¬
lar commitments), we make this point
to reiterate that credit should be given
where credit is due.
On a different note, we’d like to
call attention to the fact that Bates has
a number of restrictions on the places
where students may make and display
their art. It was disheartening to us that
The Student did not recognize one of
the rare opportunities to experience
such works. We regret if The Student’s
writers were kicked out of Saturday’s
performance, but wonder if they at
least attempted to come back on Sun¬
day. Again, we point to the a capella
concert as a crowded performance that
The Student’s staff managed to attend
and subsequently include in last week’s
issue.
We hope that future editions of The
Student include some reference to the
dance shows on the campus, whether
they consist primarily of modern dance
pieces or of pieces that represent an
equally wide range of dance styles as
our most recent show did.
Charlotte Brill ’10, Sarah O’Loughlin
’ll, Gina Petracca TO, Kate Reilly 10

Bates Community Must Work
Together to Learn Personal and
Social Responsibility
To the Editor:
During the week of September
28th, I attended a conference hosted
by the Association of American Colleg¬
es and Universities entitled “Educating
for Personal and Social Responsibility:
Deepening Student and Campus Com¬
mitments.” Over the course of the con¬
ference, I participated in presentations
and thoughtful discussions about how
best to integrate personal integrity and
ethics into the fabric of our collective
institutions. It was both ironic and in¬
credibly disheartening to check my email during my attendance at the con¬
ference and read about the fate of the
bike coop and the behavior at Milt’s.
What struck me was not so much the
jxuriojilaHrehavion^abhorrcnt^umhe^

were, but the strong sense that our
campus is devoid of a culture of per¬
sonal and social responsibility. This is
not to say that pockets of it don’t ex¬
ist. I am privileged to work with many
students through the Harward Center
who not only exhibit these traits, but
truly embody them. I know there are
plenty of students I don’t know person¬
ally who do so as well.
What I felt most strongly was that
our campus community as a whole
does not actively work to create a
sense among all students about their
responsibility to ali members of the
Bates community. 1 appreciate The
Student’s staff editorial in response to
these incidents and its reference to “ne¬
gotiating a balance between enjoying
the freedoms and privileges we receive

as Bates students, and maintaining the
degree of responsibility and maturity
expected of us as adults” but I would
take that sentiment further. It is time
to work collaborativeiy, with all mem¬
bers of the Bates community: students,
staff, faculty, coaches and departments
should think critically and collectively
about how we educate ourselves for
personal and social responsibility. Per¬
haps a sustained (not isolated), co¬
facilitated dialogue process among all
parties about what it means to be a
member of this community would be a
good place to start.
Holly Lasagna
Assistant Director of Service-Learn¬
ing, Harward Center for Community
Partnerships__
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HlNl’s Arrival Learning More About
an Opportunity Everyday Technology
to Re-evaluate
Our Priorities
as College
Students
MARIAM ALAM

MANAGING FORUM
EDITOR

REGINA TAVANI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In one scene in
the 2001 film adap¬
tation of “Harry Pot¬
ter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone,” Hermione, following a typical
act of heroic mischief on the part of the
beloved Hogwarts trio, lambasts Harry
and Ron for their risky behavior.
“We could have been killed,” she ex¬
claims. “Or worse, expelled!”
Ron takes one look at her and
shakes his head, sighing, “She needs to
sort out her priorities.”
With H1N1 finally rearing its curly
tail at Bates, I’ve found myself taking
a closer at look at my own priorities,
as well at those of the student body at
large. And I’ve come to the scary real¬
ization that, for many of us, our priori¬
ties aren’t much different from Hermione’s at all.
As much as we procrastinate and
whine about going to class, when
illness hits, a great many of us do
everything in our power to ignore it
and carry on in fear of falling be¬
hind in our busy academic and ex¬
tracurricular lives. Our health takes
the back burner. Over the last week,
countless classmates - especially se¬
niors, who have thesis on their plates
as well - have admitted just how
scared they are that H1N1 will make
them fall behind in their schoolwork
this semester.
I can think of no better example of
this attitude than my reaction last Tues¬
day when my boyfriend and his suitemates received a text from an ill suitemate notifying them that he was being
treated for swine flu. Our initial reac¬
tion was that all of us should go to the
Health Center immediately for testing. I
had class in 30 minutes. Panic set in.
What I remember crossing my
mind first was not “Oh no, I might be
on the verge of becoming extremely
ill,” but, rather “Oh no, I am going to
miss my class, miss the content cov¬
ered in it, and thus not be adequate¬
ly prepared for future papers and
exams.” From there, my mind raced
on, imagining myself bedridden as
my thesis sat unwritten, exams un¬
taken and The Student with one less

hand in its publication. How would I
ever make everything up before the
semester closed? H1N1, at that mo¬
ment, was more a nuisance to my
academic wellbeing than to my ac¬
tual, physical wellbeing.
Because I was feeling perfectly
healthy at the time we received the
text, I didn’t end up going to the
Health Center and was able to attend
my class. Fortunately, I escaped catch¬
ing the illness from my friend alto¬
gether. But what if I hadn’t?
The prioritization of academics
over health seen in so many students
reveals more than a somewhat flawed
and troublesome evaluation of what
is most important in life. It is also a
medical threat to the community. If we
continue attending classes, eating in
Commons and going about our daily
lives even when we become aware
that a friend has contracted a heavily-contagious virus or even when we
begin feeling ill ourselves, we only
contribute more to the virus’ spread
across campus and make its contain¬
ment that much more difficult.
In short, this kind of prioritization
is selfish. While none of us consciously
choose our own academic and personal
reassurance over the health of our fel¬
low students, faculty and staff, this is
what we do every time we make the
oh-so-noble sacrifice of showing up to
class running a fever to keep our GPAs
in tip-top shape. I even heard recently
of a friend’s sibling at another college
attending classes after being officially
diagnosed with H1N1 and before being
fully recovered.
I can only hope that the arrival of
H1N1 at Bates will force all of us to take
a step back from our chaotic, successdriven lives and put things in perspec¬
tive, even as many of us receive vac¬
cinations and become assured of our
immunity. Swine flu is only one illness
of many. The annual “plague” will be
upon us again before we know it and in
this case too, we must treat our bodies
with the care they deserve. As important
as academic achievement is in our col¬
lege lives right now, it should never take
priority over the most crucial aspect of
our lives as a whole: our health and the
health of the Bates College community
at large.

A week ago, my
car’s battery died for
no apparent reason: all
the lights were off, the keys were not in
the car and the windshield wipers were
not going. No big deal, right? Batteries
die all the time. Because 1 had no idea
how to jumpstart a car, even if I had had
jumper cables with me, I called AAA
and they came and got my car moving
again within twenty minutes.
Turns out though, that when your
battery dies, so does your car radio.
My radio needs some sort of secret
code to start working again. So, before
leaving for Boston last Saturday, I tried
to get my hands on the code through
the local Honda dealership. No such
luck. My friend and I made our way
down to Boston using my laptop,
which crashed over the summer, to
listen to my 133 songs on repeat.
Things were going smoothly
enough, considering that we had al¬
ready listened to the complete “Mi¬
chael Jackson Essential Collection”
once through and were moving onto
“I Want You Back” for the third time
(ironically, MJ was one of the few art¬
ists my iTunes decided to spare this
summer when it committed computercide). But as we walked back to my
car after a requisite stop at the New
Hampshire State Liquor Store, we re¬
alized that my car was slanting sus¬
piciously towards the passenger side:
the front left tire was flat. Without
thinking twice, I whipped out my AAA
membership card for the second time
in one week and an ex-paramedic, ex¬
cop, ex-firefighter car mechanic came
to switch out the deflated lire for a
spare. My car saga of the past week
should have ended there, but the cour¬
teous mechanic then informed me that
my tires completely lacked treading
and, unless I was the kind of girl who
“liked to slip and slide,” I should get
them replaced before the next rain or
snow storm (which, knowing Maine,
will be tomorrow). Unfortunately, you
cannot call AAA to bring your car to
wherever it is you get new tires and
have them replace them for you, so I
will have to embark on the next phase
of my car adventure by myself.
Throughout this whole ordeal, I
kept my composure very well. In fact,
I didn’t get stressed out at all but rather
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able to fix our toilet when the water
mysteriously stops running through it
or else we should just use an outhouse.
If we don’t know how to deal with our
computer when it hits one of those typi¬
cal bumps in the road, we should learn
how to survive without one. By living
“off the grid” to some extent, we estab¬
lish greater autonomy, we force our¬
selves to attain deeper knowledge of
the things that we take for granted and
we weed out the pieces of technology
that are not essential to our everyday
life. While my utopian-minded T.A. also
thought the idea of “maintainable tech¬
nology” would prepare us for the im¬
peding collapse of our capitalist society,
I think the earlier points are sufficient
reason for us to somewhat wean our¬
selves off of technology and “the grid”
that supports it.
I will be the first to admit that 1 have
no idea how computers, cars or phones
work. And, in all honesty, I will proba¬
bly never be able to grasp how random
little numbers and signals make up the
magical thing we call the Internet. But
I think there is a definite value in being
able to fiddle with the Internet connec¬
tion when it suddenly disappears, and
certainly substantial worth lies in being
able to jumpstart a car or change a tire
by yourself. Although I am admittedly
one of the least mechanically skilled
people on the planet, and though I am
not willing to relinquish my “crackberry” even though I can barely tell you
how to turn it on, I think it is essential
that we make the effort to understand a
little more about the things upon which
we rely so heavily.
As society becomes more and
more technology-centered, it is im¬
portant that we understand how our
machines work so that we can assert
some sort of control over our other¬
wise automated world. And if we are
to survive in such a technological soci¬
ety, we should at least be able to man¬
age the basics, if only to spare those
more competent than people like my¬
self from tedious labor. Technology is
only getting more advanced, with cars
that essentially drive and park them¬
selves for you. Without understanding
the most basic technological opera¬
tions, people like me are just going to
have a harder and harder time living
in our society as the years go on.
So what are my plans for Octo¬
ber break? I’m going to learn how to
change a flat tire, jumpstart my car
and change its oil. Good thing thesis
isn’t due until May.

Changing the Admissions
Proced u re to Li m it
On-Campus Shenanigans
JAMIE CRAGNOLINE
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR
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found the whole thing kind of funny.
It’s always good to stay positive, right?
But as I reflect on the experience, I real¬
ize that my relaxed attitude toward my
car troubles, and my computer troubles
over the summer, represent an exces¬
sive reliance on technology and the so¬
ciety we have built around it.
I was very proud of myself all week
for not having called my parents, who
are typically my go-to people in times
of crisis, to ask what to do about my car.
I felt like such an adult, calling AAA and
giving them my membership number all
by myself. But I have that membership
number because my parents arranged
my insurance for me. And, in both in¬
stances, if I were a little more compe¬
tent with cars, I could have fixed my car
by myself. Instead, I found myself obliv¬
ious and reliant on a little card, with no
tools to fix my car, in the middle of a
random parking lot twice within one
week, giving myself way more credit
than I deserved. When my computer
broke this summer, I reacted with the
same sort of oblivious contentment and
unwarranted pride. I dropped my com¬
puter off at the Apple store and drove
home feeling like I had accomplished
something. If I have computer or print¬
ing problems at school, I just waltz over
to the Help Desk in Ladd, understand¬
ing nothing about what they are doing
to my computer or why my computer
broke in the first place. If my needlessly
complicated phone stops working, I
hop into my car that I can’t fix by myself
and drive over to the nearest Verizon
store. When it comes to technology computers, cars or anything else - I live
in a state of blissful oblivion.
But should I? Should we? I would
argue that most people react to these
sorts of situations in a similar way. We
just call someone up and ask them to
fix whatever our problem is. And in a
way, this delegation and task specializa¬
tion shows how beautifully orchestrated
and functioning our society is. But such
a reliance on others also seems exces¬
sive and somewhat dangerous. What is
going to happen when I graduate from
college and am not longer covered un¬
der my parent’s auto insurance? Will I
just sit alone on the side of the road
with my broken car and call my mom
and dad and ask them what to do?
When I was abroad, the teaching
assistant who traveled with us spoke a
lot about what he called “maintainable
technology.” The idea behind this was
that we should not own technology that
we cannot fix ourselves. We shyuld be
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On
Parents
Weekend,
my
parents were gra¬
cious enough to
bring up my bicycle from home. I
would have brought it up in the be¬
ginning of the school year, but my
attaching-bike-to-car skills are a bit
lacking, and I wanted to avoid the
bike-on-highway incident of ’07.
Needless to say, I was pretty excited
that they brought it up for me. My
joy was short-lived, however - less
than 24 hours after my bike's arrival,
it was seat-less. Yes, that is correct;
someone had stolen my bicycle seat.
What they did with it, I may never
know. Maybe they had a good laugh
or pawned it for the $20 that it’s
worth. However, that seat is worth
a lot more to me than $20, because
now I need to buy a new one, and
find an attachment that is bike spe¬
cific, and walk places for a few more
days. Sheesh. So, whoever took it, if
you are out there reading this and
you actually remember stealing it,
could you give it back please? No
hard feelings - I promise.
This is more than a plea for wrongs
to be righted. I have been noticing a
great increase in shenanigans about
campus lately. 1 read in the last issue
of The Bates Student about the termina¬
tion of the bike coop due to reckless
behavior, including damage inflicted
being uoon bikes and one even being
thrown into the Puddle. Really folks?
Even more disappointing is that this
incident reminds me of another story
from an interesting Sunday morning of
my sophomore year. I emerged from
Adams Hall, squinting in the daylight,

and immediately the trail of dirty Com¬
mons mugs and other refuse leading
down to Lake Andrews aroused my
curiosity. Being inquisitive by nature, I
followed this trail down to the Puddle,
where I found several Adams garbage
bins, the kitchen’s microwave, and my
friend’s bicycle chucked out onto the
dangerously thin ice. Really?
Milt’s theft, Olympic bike chucking,
excessive vomit in dorms...this is a sad
state of affairs. However, what is to be
done? I venture to reckon that the aver¬
age Bates student is not responsible for
all of this misconduct. I speculate that it
is a smaller fraction of the student body
engaging in these activities, perhaps
committing all of these crimes in the
same evening. It is unfair that everyone
should be penalized for the actions of
the few - no one likes getting slapped
with several hundred dollars in charges
for dorm damage that was probably
created by people from a completely
different dorm. However, often that is
the only viable solution. Thus, I say we
travel backward in the chain of causal
events. If it is difficult to differentiate
among us once we are all students here,
what role does the Admissions Office
have to play?
Bates already prides itself on
valuing personality and individual¬
ity above grades and test scores. SAT
scores are not necessary, for which
many of us are thankful, but inter¬
views reign supreme. So, how about
going all the way, making all quantita¬
tive factors completely irrelevant and
instead making the entire Bates appli¬
cation process based on personality
and behavior? A new survey would be
instated to judge the potential havocwreaking abilities of the applicant.
The first section would be written
or verbal, in which the applicant will be
asked a series of questions, including:
On a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being

most enjoyable, rate how enjoyable
the following activities sound: Hurling
a bicycle into Lake Andrews; rolling a
kitchen appliance out into the middle
of the football field; lodging a stilettoheeled shoe into a linoleum ceiling;
projectile vomiting; living in JB Hall.
Some multiple-choice selections
will also be offered, such as:
You are walking around campus at
night. You come across an overflowing
garbage can. You...
a. Do nothing
b. Pick up the trash on the sur¬
rounding ground and put it all in the
trashcan.
c. Immediately kick it over and
make sure trash flies everywhere.
d. Roll the trashcan over to the re¬
cently installed bobcat statue, adorn the
cat with the appropriate garbage, and
then urinate on your creation.
Another portion of this behavioral
test will be more hands-on. The pro¬
spective student will be locked in a
room for a set amount of time with a
few specific materials, including two
40s of beer, an iPod and speakers, three
cans of spray paint and a replica of the
crystal egg from “Risky Business.” The
student will be scored by what he or
she does and by the subsequent state
of these materials, the room and his or
her body.
I feel strongly that this type of in¬
terview will reveal much information
about the applicant, as well as create
a basis by which to judge the student’s
future conduct at Bates. Then, and only
then, may we be able to lessen the mis¬
conduct performed around campus on
the average weekend night, or weekday
night, or increasingly, the average Tues¬
day afternoon. What kind of a place do
we live in when I must remove my bike
seat from my bike at night? I have faith
that someday, all this havoc will dimin¬
ish, one vomit at a time._
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Costs of Subsidized
Health Insurance at the

A Sad Farewell
to the 01’ Sock
Root of Healthcare Debate
on the Door
ance companies are rallying against
reform when a central feature of that
reform is the government fining peo¬
ple unless they become customers of
those companies. With direct or indirect
price controls off the table because they
would be ultimately unworkable and
destructive for good health care, virtu¬
ally all the proposed measures would
forcibly increase the profits of insurance
companies. Unfortunately, most plans
do not address the underlying problem
of the rising cost of medical care.
For example, another proposed so¬
lution is what is generally referred to
as the “public option.” This public Op¬
tion would presumably work similarly
to Medicare except that it would not re¬
ceive extra federal funding and would
not have payroll taxes to support it.
It is important to note that Medicare
is the single largest health insurance
provider in the country with over 40
million enrolled, but it is supported
by a robust tax regime that does not
prevent it from constantly facing the
threat of bankruptcy and the ongoing
need to increase its mandated payrolls
contributions (known to you and me
living outside of Washington as taxes)
(StateHealthFacts.org).
What has developed over time is a
bipartisan consensus, amply supported
by analysis, that Medicare is causing
serious cost inconsistencies within the
health care industry and is in grave fis¬
cal trouble. This belief is confirmed by
most governmental and private projec¬
tions. The Congressional Budget Office,
for example, reported that the amount
the government spends on Medicare
will exponentially grow to 18 percent of
the GDP over the next 50 years. This
amount is close to our entire current
federal budget.
The reason for the spending in¬
crease is partially a result of an aging
population collecting their benefits. A
large amount of the increase is also due
to rising costs in the medical field. The
same costs that are causing our current
health care crisis are also causing a bud¬
get crisis for the government. Rather
than fixing the problem, extending a
public option to the general population
will exacerbate it. As we have seen with
Medicare (and Maine’s public option,
Dirigo health), a public option actually
aggravates the problem of rising costs.
Unfortunately, rather than looking
at these effects and the long-term lack
of viability of Medicare and state level
mandates, too many in this debate seem
to attribute the increasing cost of medi¬
cal care and insurance to greed. They
would have us believe that bloodsuck¬
ing corporate CEOs are taking advan¬
tage of the sick and dying who desper¬
ately need health care. This belief is not
supported by reality—as even NPR has
pointed out, insurance profits make up
only about one percent of total health
expenditures. It is nonetheless a nice,
emotional way of conveying the mes¬
sage that we need to fight back against
corporate interest. This is only true to
the extent that the government protects
corporate interests.
Attributing such a common market
behavior like price increases from in¬
creased service costs to greedy individu¬
als is at best lazy, and at worst, poten¬
tially destructive. It ignores the science
that explains the behavior of markets
in the aggregate. It is much like say¬
ing that gravity is just a manifestation of
the earth’s greed that demands that ob¬
jects fall toward it. Such an explanation
ignores the actual existence and immu¬
table character of gravity. Similarly, the
trade-off between quality, availability
and advancements in health care on the
one hand, and cost on the other, can¬
not simply be wished away in favor of a
publicly understandable, but ultimately
false, cause.

BRENDAN O'BRIEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The healthcare debate appears to be
rather complicated, but appearances can
be deceiving. Rhetorical terms, such as
“death panels,” claims of “socialism” and
“racism,” and emotional accusations
such as “not caring about the poor” all
serve to confuse and misinform rather
than to edify.
The core problem with healthcare
and consequently, health insurance, is
cost. If costs were lower or decreas¬
ing, we would not be having this de¬
bate. This observation might seem to be
rather self-evident, but it must be noted
when looking at the effects of a policy
as part of the reform. The best way to
approach reform is to determine what
has and has not caused the rise in cost.
A number of other serious issues
are associated with both insurance and
health care, focusing particularly on the
high cost of each. The first of two major
problems is that many people believe
they are underinsured. This is a prob¬
lem because more comprehensive cov¬
erage of these individuals will only add
to the cost of health insurance.
The second problem is the percep¬
tion that the insurance coverage of
too many individuals does not extend
to pre-existing conditions, suggesting
that this lack of available coverage
exacts a high financial penalty due to
high medical costs.
It is important to note that being
old and unemployed, or being too
poor to afford health insurance, are
not issues that affect one’s accessibil¬
ity to healthcare insurance. Those who
are retired and qualify for Medicare al¬
ready have a public healthcare option
available to them. Medicaid is avail¬
able to people within the eligible low
income range. This depends on state
laws, but typically extends well above
the federally defined “poverty line.”
Therefore, arguments citing high cost
and exclusion of pre-existing condi¬
tions are only relevant for young or
middle-aged people well above the
poverty line but with little disposable
income - or those who wish to spend
their money on things other than
health insurance.
A goal of any successful government
policy must be to lower costs in the long
run. Approaching reform in this way
would serve to make all other forms of
micromanagement and meddling in the
health care system unnecessary. How¬
ever, implementing a policy that low¬
ers costs does not mean that we should
regulate prices or require that insurance
carriers provide more coverage for the
same price. Any such “solution” would
not address the cause of higher costs,
but rather would serve to reduce the
availability and quality of services with
direct price controls. Or, private compa¬
nies would be forced to withdraw from
the health insurance market because of
mandated increases in coverage. Ulti¬
mately, this would lead to reduced com¬
petition and result in both higher costs
and reduced accessibility to health care.
One commonly proposed health
care reform that may achieve goals to
cover costs, as well as achieve wider
insurance coverage, is direct coercion:
require insurance or, as in Senator Baucus’ (D - MO) proposed bill, tax people
$3,800 until they do. The wisdom and
perhaps the effectiveness of this ap¬
proach are questionable. As Economist
Paul Roberts said in an article on health,
this is “like solving the homeless prob¬
lem by requiring the homeless to pur¬
chase a house” (creators.com).
However, just considering this man¬
dated insurance strategy by itself, it
does seem absurd that anyone would
make the claim that health care insur¬

Greed is a useless matter to discuss.
It is chronic, absolute and one could ar¬
gue, necessary. At any rate, there is no
cure for it that can be found in govern¬
ment. However, many solutions to the
problem of providing health care ac¬
cess address the economic reasons for
increasing costs. Unfortunately, these
seem to be less socially acceptable since
they are not as emotionally charged.
What are viable solutions to the ris¬
ing costs in the health industry? Believe
it or not, especially given its role as a
black hole for tax receipts, Medicare—
our current public option—is a major
contributor to rising costs. As the big¬
gest health insurance provider, it plays
a significant role in determining how
much medical institutions will receive
for their services.
Medicare will only pay a set fee for
a service, regardless of the actual cost
to the provider or the prevailing market
charge for such service, all in an effort
to control price rather than fix cost. This
ultimately places the burden on private
insurance companies and individuals to
pay a higher price to cover the actual
cost to Medicare patients—since Medi¬
care does not care about market prices.
While Medicare has a payment cap
for the amount it will pay to compa¬
nies, the benefits an individual person
receives are pretty much a blank check.
Sadly, this has often included coverage
for even the most fraudulent of claims.
Fewer than ten percent of Medicare
claims are even reviewed for authentic¬
ity, let alone the necessity of the claim.
Because Medicare is the largest provider
of health insurance, this causes notice¬
able problems in the market.
Even for those with only a pass¬
ing acquaintance with the science, it
is obvious that an increased demand
for services, while holding supply con¬
stant, results in a higher price for those
services. This proves especially true
for people who receive free services
from Medicaid.
The rise in the cost of medical care,
and thus insurance, is due in large part
to the subsidization and market con¬
trol provided by Medicare and Medic¬
aid. The method by which this occurs
is strikingly similar to the way that the
ever-increasing price of higher educa¬
tion is due to the government’s deci¬
sion to start to heavily subsidize such
education.
The solution to provide accessible
health care involves many small solu¬
tions. There are hundreds of minor
ways to reduce the price of healthcare
such as tort reform and purchasing in¬
surance across states lines. Medicare
and Medicaid must be scaled back,
means-tested and reformed since they
are causing the exact budget and cost
problems that its opponents were prom¬
ising in 1964 and 1965.
There must be a realistic skepticism
about any politician’s ability to achieve
true reform. Too many interests are
in the trillions of dollars that the gov¬
ernment has at its disposal. Lobbying
the government is easy and guarantees
much higher returns for companies than
would be true of a low-cost free market.
As observers and occasional participants
in the debate, we should be clear that
the government ought not to guaran¬
tee profits to corporations by forcing
consumers to buy insurance providers’
product in a manner similar to Senator
Baucus’s “solution.”
For the politicians, lobbyist support
is too enticing. What we will be left
with is a half-hearted government take¬
over in the name of corporate interests,
rather than cheaper medical care in the
name of free choice. Moreover, we will
not be solving the two obvious goals
of a government health care program:
reducing, or at least containing, costs
while increasing coverage.
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As a victim of the forced triple my
first year at Bates, I am well familiar
with the term “sexiling.” I understand
the contracts that exist between room¬
mates involving text messages, post-its,
eye signals as you exit a party, or the
occasional planned sleepover bag. And
quite frankly, I like it. I like the tradi¬
tion of the sock on the door handle, the
shared college student experience, and
the stories it provides for the following
morning at Commons. So, I was sad to
learn that one of our fellow NESCAC
schools has recently done away with the
age-old ritual of sexiling.
Two weeks ago, Tufts University’s
Office of Residential Life and Learning
instated a new policy that “prohibits
any sex act in a dorm room while one’s
roommate is present” or that interferes
“with a roommate’s privacy, study hab¬
its, or sleep” (TuftsDaily.com). Appar¬
ently, the policy was enacted in hopes
of easing roommate tension following a
series of student complaints. Although
I can see Tufts’ rationale, particularly in
cases of first-year students, I find the
rule impractical, unnecessary and ulti¬
mately detrimental to the development
of important life skills.
Sure, we’re all familiar with fatal
first-year roommate pairings, but even
in cases where a visible line divides
the room, separating the cheerleading
plaques from the heavy metal posters,
students should learn how to commu¬
nicate. Do we really need yet another

rule that reminds us how to respect each
other? Doesn’t it seem like a pretty big
request to ask student athletes not only
to avoid smashing pumpkins during ini¬
tiation, but also to put off having sex
until their roommate is out of the room?
Honestly, rules like these are an offense
to our common sense.
While Tufts’ new policy may elimi¬
nate students’ need to “play it cool,” pre¬
tending to love mingling with passers by
in the hallway until the wee hours of
the morning, it will also encourage the
ugly habit of tattle-taling. The new rule
will be difficult to implement, relying on
snitching students or... hidden cameras?
College should more or less prepare
you for the real world and anyone who
graduates preferring to tattle to a dean
than to hold an honest conversation
with their roommate will be doomed in
post-college life. Plus, isn’t it the job of
JAs and RCs to sort out these issues be¬
fore getting the administration involved?
Luckily, Bates has no plans to fol¬
low Tufts’ lead. According to Dean
Goundie, while Bates is not free from
sexiling scenarios, they are, fortu¬
nately, infrequent occurrences. Bates
administration feels that the ill-fated
situation of sexual activity when a
roommate is present is something that
“should be negotiated at the peer lev¬
el, and happily at Bates, this is usually
the case... Having to state it in rules
and regulations is something we see
no need to move to.” Congratulations,
guys. Keep up the honest roommate
conversations and the private sexual
relations, and continue to proudly
sling that sock over your doorknob.

Providing
Evidence for
Your Own
“Indisputable
Truths”
AFR0Z BAIG
STAFF WRITER

The line between
freedom of speech
and human decen¬
cy is often blurred.
When is it really okay to fully state
one’s opinion? To a certain extent
we all believe we are the voice of
an indisputable truth, no matter how
opinionated that “truth” may be.
This week when I sat down to write
my column, I couldn’t help but think of
“The Right Side” and the response pa¬
per titled “Wrong.” The two publications
represent two very different points of
view on the political spectrum. One is
published by the Bates College Repub¬
licans, while the authorfs) of the other
choose(s) to remain anonymous.
When “Wrong” first hit the dinner ta¬
bles in Commons I felt bad for “The Right
Side,” as it is a newsletter that seeks to
increase visibility of a political party that
remains a minority on the Bates cam¬
pus. However, at the same time, I was
delighted to see “Wrong,” as it expresses
political opinions which, although pos¬
sibly reflective of the majority attitudes
at Bates, are still valid viewpoints.
It is interesting to look at what
“truth” in which the two publications are
grounded. Neither presents to be a cred¬
ible publication, as sources are not cit¬
ed, nor are readers provided with a “let¬
ter to the editor” option. For instance, in
“The Right Side,” readers are told that
“Obamacare” (aka health care reform) is
too costly, while the author of the article
provides no empirical evidence. Simi¬
larly in “Wrong” the authors use a quote
by author Dr. Reza Aslan without prop¬
erly citing where it came from, which
prevents readers from making their own
determination on the quote’s context.
The writers, editors and publish¬
ers of both newsletters are presumably
Bates students. One thing we learn very
well here at Bates is the art of writing
papers. All academic papers, in a sense,
are opinions validated by evidence.
Therefore, I don’t understand why these
two publications fail to use actual evi¬

dence to back up their claims. Is it really
that hard to find a couple of sources to
back up what you’re saying?
In this regard I understand why the
anonymous author(s) of “Wrong” pub¬
lished the newsletter. Although I have
no mind-reading capabilities, I think
part of their intent in publishing the re¬
buttal newsletter was to shine light upon
how an opinion can be stated in a fac¬
tual manner while still disregarding use¬
ful information.
When it comes down to it, if you
want the general Bates population to
buy your argument, or at least take
you seriously, you should have the
presence of mind to provide credible
evidence to that effect. At an institu¬
tion of higher education, that is the
least one can do to make their argu¬
ment viable to the mass population.
At first I started out wondering if
it is respectful, or even appropriate,
to make fun of the opinions of one
group while simultaneously promoting
your own indisputable truth. This ulti¬
mately morphed into an understand¬
ing that if individuals want to be taken
seriously, they must first take their
audiences seriously and not question
their intelligence. Opinions cannot be
elevated into arguments unless they
are grounded in something, and when
talking about important issues that af¬
fect our country, it takes more than
an opinion to sell a position. Further¬
more, if one is mass marketing a news¬
letter to a college community, it really
helps to proof read so that “Mass.” and
“Massachusetts” don’t pop up in the
same sentence - I like variety too, but
grammar rules are kind of set in stone.
Although I have no way of knowing
if “Wrong” will continue publishing as
the semester wears on, I have no doubt
that “The Right Side” will make many
appearances. For the future, I really do
hope that the two publications continue
to print, as I am sure that they will keep
each other in check. However, if either
publication really wants to have any
solid footing on an intellectual level, a
good place to start would be by basing
their writing on something more than
the authors’ opinions.
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Student Conduct Committee Reports
Short Term 2009

Winter 2009
Date

ft

February 2, 2009

Date

March 18, 2009

Charge:
A student was charged with academic dishonesty by virtue of plagiarizing a writing assign-]
j ment on or about Decemiter 1, 2008,

Charge:
A student was charged with unacceptable social behavior by virtue of repeat| ed violations of the College’s Drug and Alcohol Policy on or about December 13, 2008.

Outcome:
The student was found guiitv of the charge. The penalty of the Committee was 1) The stu-i
| dent will have as many sessions as required, under the supervision erf the Writing Woiksliop, to understand the!
f ull meaning of the standards of academic integrity, and the student will write a 10 page paper explaining why!
plagiarism is morally wrong; 2) The student will meet regularly with a member of the Dean of Students Office!
to discuss their progress in their course work and tire resources available to support students in their academic]
work and personal lives; 3) Tire student is placed on PROBATION for .the remainder of their academic career
[ at Bates College with dismissal with finality held in abeyance should they be found guilty of any future act of]
academic misconduct.

Outcome:
'The student was found guilty of the charge. The penalty of the Committee
was 1) The student was placed on disciplinary probation for the remainder of this semester with |
expulsion held in abeyance should they be found guilty by the Student Conduct Committee j
of any violations of the College's Code of Conduct; 2) The student was placed on suspension I
effective Short Term 2009 and wall be eligible to return to Bates in thy; Fall 2010 Semester; 3) ]
The student is further required to engage in a course of counseling during their suspension to
1 address their relationship with drugs. The terms of which are to be established by the Dean of ]
] Students Office; 4) Upon the student’s return, the student will be placed on disciplinary probaj tion for the remainder of their Bates career with expulsion held in abeyance if found guilty by
| the Student Conduct Committee of any violations of the College’s Drug and Alcohol Policy.

Date:

February 24, 2009

Charge:
A student was charged with unacceptable social behavior try virtue of operating a motor]
| vehicle while under the influence of alcohol on January 31,2009.
Outcome:
A Disposition by Agreement was accepted by the co-chairs of the Student Conduct Commit ]
| tee. The elements of the agreement stipulate that the student was suspended for one year effective immediately!
tible to return Winter 2010 semester with a one semester suspension held in abeyance if found guilty by the
] Studsfiit Conduct Committee of any future violations of the \icohol and Drug policy. Furthermore, the student is!
not allowed on tile Bates campus during their suspension period unless they have special permission from the]
Dean of Students Office.

j

i
i
|
l

Outcome of appeal for the hearing held on March 18, 2009, was presented in early May
I after the cgse summary had already been submitted for the Winter 2009 semester. The Appeals
! Panel found the sanction imposed by the Student Conduct Committee to be grossly inappropri| ate specifically due to it preventing the student from completing the required number of Short
Term units in order to graduate. The Appeals panel, therefore, modified that part of the sanction
to read a one year suspension. All other sanctions imposed by the Student Conduct Committee
1 remain in effect.

Date
Date:

j
I

May 14, 2009

March 16, 2009

Charge:
A student was charged with unacceptable social behavior by virtue of repeated violations!
j of the College’s Drug and Alcohol Policy on or about January 30,2009Outcome.A Disposition tty Agreement was accepted by the co-chairs of the Student Conduct Commit-]
j tee. The elements of the agreement stipulate that the student was suspended for Short Term 2009 and Fall 2009J
semester, eligible to return Winter 2010 semester. Furthermore, if the student is found to lie in violation of th
I College’s Drug and Alcohol Policy at any time during die remainder erf Winter 2009 semester, their suspension]
] wiii go into effect immediately. In addition, the student is not allowed on the Bates campus during their suspen-|
sion period unless they have special permission from the Dean of Students Office..

Date

:
]

Charge:
A student was charged with academic dishonesty by virtue of plagiarizing a
I final research paper for a class on or about April 28, 2009Outcome:
A Disposition by Agreement was accepted by the co-chairs of the Student j
[ Conduct Committee. The elements of the agreement Stipulate probation for one year effective
[ Fall 2009 semester with a one year's suspension held in abeyance if found guilty by the Student I
| Conduct Committee of any future acts of academic misconduct. The student is also required to
| have as many sessions as required, under the supervision of the Writing Workshop, to underI staqd the full meaning of the standards of academic integrity, and the student will write a 10 |
I page paper explaining why plagiarism is morally wrong.

March 18, 2009

Date.

Charge.A student was charged with unacceptable social behavior by virtue of repeated violations]
! of the College's Dnig and Alcohol Policy on or about December 13, 2008.
Outcome:
The student was found guilty of the charge. The penalty of the Committee was 1) ’
] student was placed on disciplinary probation for the ren winder of this semester with expulsion held in abey-J
arace should they be found guilty by the Student Conduct Committee of any violations of the College's Code oil
[ Conduct; 2) Tile student was placed on suspension effective Short Term 2009 and will be eligible to return 1
Bates in the Fall 2010 Semester; 3) The student is further required to engage in a course of counseling during]
Iheir suspension to address their relationship with drugs. The terms of which are to be established by the Dean]
of Students Office; 4) Upon the student’s return, the student will be placed on disciplinary probation for the re ]
mainder of their Bates tarter with expulsion held in abeyance if found guilty by die Student Conduct Committee]
[ of any violations of the College’s Drug and Alcohol Policy.

May 19, 2009

Charge-.
A student was charged with unacceptable social behavior by virtue of the dis-1
| tributiori of illegal narcotics and possession of dntg paraphernalia on or about January 29, 2009-1
Outcome:
A -Disposition by Agreement was accepted by the co-chairs of the Student Con| duct Committee. The agreement stipulates suspension effective Winter 2009 semester through j
Fall 2009 semester, eligible to return Winter 2010 semester. The student is further required to |
i engage in a course of counseling during the suspension to address the student’s relationship [
with drugs, the terms of which are to be established by the Dean of Students Office. Upon the j
] student’s return to Bates, the student will be placed on disciplinary probation for one year with
j expulsion held in abeyance if found guilty by the Student Conduct Committee of any violations ]
of tiie College’s Drug and Alcohol Policy.

Appealed and will be heard in Short Term 2009.
Date:
Date-.

Charge-.
A student was charged with unacceptable social behavior by virtue of engag] ing in disorderly conduct by throwing a plastic cup which struck the bedroom window screen 1
| of a College employee’s apartment, spilling its contents into the room on or about May 3, 2009.1

April 6, 2009

Charge:
A student, was charged with academic dishonesty by virtue of plagiarizing their midterm on]
| or about February 27, 2009.
Outcome:
A Disposition by Agreement was accepted by the co-chairs of the Student Conduct Commit-|
| tee. The elements of the agreement stipulate that the student was suspended for Fall 2009 semester, eligible to
j return Winter 2010 semester. Furthermore, the student is not allowed on the Bates campus during their suspend
I sion period unless they have special permission from the Dean of Students Office.

May 26, 2009

Outcome:
The student was found guilty of the charge. The penalty of the Committee ]
| waa disciplinary probation for Fall 2009 semester with a one semester suspension held in abeyjance should the student be found guilty by the Student Conduct Committee of any future acts !
| of disorderly conduct as defined by the College’s Code of Conduct. Furthermore, the student is j
! required to do 10 hours of community restitution as defined by the Dean of Students Office.
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Start Your Career in Accounting.

Live music from the band Okbari
\BeIIy Dancing performances
all evening
Saturday October 17
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show student ID get 10% off
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for non-accounting majors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Grad
School?

Take the first step.
Visit our booth at the Bates College Graduate School Fair.
Date: October 27, 2009
Time: 11:00 am -1:30 pm
Location: Daggett Gray Athletic Building (Gray Cage)
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www.msamba.neu.edu.
617 373-3244
gspa@neu.edu
www.msamba.neu.edu
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Mazuroski ’09 Improving Efficiency of State's
Energy System Through Solar Farm Project
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

2009. Because the wire renovation is
an upfront, 1.5 billion dollar cost, the
project must be fully financed regard¬
less of whether or not demand pans
out according to current predictions.
The solar farms, he explained, can be
constructed on a piecemeal basis and
limited to the regions that through sci¬
entific analysis exhibit a need for sup¬
port during peak hours.
“The MPRP plan forces us to com¬
mit resources to educated guesses
that haven’t yet been proven,” he said.
“We could be wasting a lot of mon¬
ey, whereas the solar farms are paid
for piece-by-piece, meaning that we
won’t have to waste. We can work
with the actual situation at the time it
presents itself - if reliability requires
an increase of two megawatts, we can
meet that requirement.”
Mazuroski argued further for the
GridSolar approach, emphasizing its
effective support system. “If the solar
energy isn’t enough - if it’s not that
sunny or if the peak load spikes too
much, there will be back-up genera¬
tors to make up for the difference,”

he said. “And if these systems are
themselves strained, we use a de¬
mand response.”
Demand Response systems, cur¬
rently utilized by large transmis¬
sion companies throughout the US,
are mechanisms that turn off power
generation for specified periods of
time when transmission systems feel
excessive strain. Energy consumers
who cut back during peak times are
then paid by their production com¬
panies in compensation.
The GridSolar administration ex¬
plains that its proposed system of
demand-spike management will offer
sustainable, relatively cheap energy
production at a guaranteed three
cents per kilowatt-hour for at least
20 years after project initiation, all
while yeilding a state-wide econom¬
ic bonus through job opportunities
in both the industries manufacturing
relevant materials and capital and in
the manning of operational facilities.
It also notes that while transmission
updates suggested by MPRP require
the use of eminent domain to con¬
vert privately-owned land into space
for line towers, the solar farms neither infringe on individual property

nor cause public disturbances.
The GridSolar plan will offer sus¬
tainable energy to a portion of Maine
during spike periods, but it can't act as
southern Maine's sole energy well, Ma¬
zuroski explained. “It’s a component of
a broader energy context, which is sup¬
plied in part by coal and natural gases.
It doesn’t solve the issue of energy inde¬
pendence completely,” he said. “Amer¬
ica’s energy policy, specifically, the
movement to energy independence is a
multifaceted challenge that will require
numerous solutions. The GridSolar proj¬
ect is one of those critical components
necessary to bring systemic change, and
gets us closer to the goal of indepen¬
dence. We’re putting solar anywhere
it works and localizing generation to
where the demand is.”
Mazuroski further noted that Bates,
being a major consumer of electricity
in southern Maine, is tied to energy
transmission concerns and that there¬
fore its community should stay vocal
in supporting whichever plan seems
superior.
GridSolar can be found
online at www.GridSolarME.com, is
available on both Facebook and Twit¬
ter, and will be presenting at Bates in
early November 2009-_

Barefoot Soccer Kicks
Shoes to Kids in Need
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Award-winning Poet
Xavier Speaks in
Honor of National
Coming Out Day
ALEX HYMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Award-winning poet, spoken word
artist and gay rights activist Emanuel
Xavier observed National Coming Out
Day last Thursday, Oct. 8, with a lec¬
ture in Chase Lounge commemorating
the 40th anniversary of the Stonewall
riots, followed by a poetry reading
from his own collection.
Xavier began his lecture, en¬
titled “The Gay Revolution will be
Televised,” with a brief summary of
the 1969 demonstrations in Green¬
wich Village that spurred the gay
rights movement. He explained how
the “high-heeled heroes” struggled
to fight against the persecution of
sexual minorities. Government regu¬
lations, he said, required individu¬
als to wear at least three articles of
gender-specific clothing, forbade
restaurants from serving alcohol to
homosexuals and prohibited people
from dancing with members of the
same sex.
Xavier said that the Stonewall
riots were a symbol of the under¬
ground gay rights movement that
began in Harlem, San Francisco,
Greenwich Village and Berlin. He
accredited the riots to the beginning
of the modern fight for sexual and
gender equality.
Xavier told the audience of the
challenges that he faced after re¬
vealing his homosexuality to his
mother. He said that he ended up
homeless on the streets of Brook¬
lyn as a hustler and drug dealer
who had “no knowledge of Stone¬
wall.” He emphasized the struggles
that some teens continue to have
when they also come out to friends
and relatives.
Xavier reaches out to that com¬
munity by holding writing work¬
shops for homeless gay youth in

New York City. He said he thinks the
workshops inspire hope and encour¬
age therapeutic participation in the
arts. His work aims to make those
teens feel more comfortable with
their sexual orientation. “Kids,” he
said, “were crucial to the Stonewall
riots, and the true heroes are the
ones who are left behind.”
Xavier explained that police
raids against homosexuals still oc¬
cur, detailing two events that took
place as recently as June and Sep¬
tember of this year. He said the an¬
niversary of Stonewall should en¬
courage the gay community to come
together and force the government
to “recognize us as more than sec¬
ond class citizens.” He emphasized
the need to pass anti-discrimination
laws and remarked on the absence
of “authentic” gay representation in
mainstream art.
Xavier ended his lecture by
urging audience members to vote
against Question 1 in the upcom¬
ing Maine elections, a measure that
defines marriage as between a man
and a woman.
Following the conclusion of
his lecture, Xavier read poems
from his two books, “Pier Queen”
and “Americano.” He included a
selection of poems that explore
themes of love, sensuality, poli¬
tics and equality. One poem, “Ur¬
ban Affection,” was commissioned
by the prestigious Walt Whitman
Archive and speaks to the genera¬
tional differences between Xavier
and Whitman.
When one audience member
asked why he writes, Xavier ex¬
plained that he views poetry as an
“outlet to unleash paimand anger.”
“It’s important to be open with
my sexuality because I want other
people to be the same,” Xavier said.
“We have to document our history as
a community.”

Recent Alum Employment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

KAITLIN WEINMAN/THE BATES STUDENT

Last Saturday, the Bates Students Against Poverty club, in conjunction with the TOMS Shose Campaign, held
a "Barefoot Soccer" tournament on the turf field. The event, which was open to the community, aimed to raise
awareness about impoverished children. For each pair of TOMS shoes purchased at the event, an additional
pair was donated to a child in need. The event also featured a barbeque and live DJ'ing from Obi Ud '12.
Katewatson Prins 'll, a campus representative for TOMS Shoes, felt that the event was successful in raising
awareness. She noted that although fewer than the roughly 100 people who signed up attended the event,
she has nevertheless been noticing more and more students sporting TOMS Shoes around campus. A fashion
show will be held in November to raise additional awareness for the TOMS cause.

Tales of Abroad:
The Student: where did you study?
Lindsay Thomson ’10: My program
- School for International Training: Ti¬
betan & Himalayan Peoples - was sort
of unique in that we weren’t based in
just one location, but were constantly
traveling. We stayed in Delhi, India
for the first part of the program, be¬
fore traveling to the North Indian state
of Himachal Pradesh, where we lived
with Tibetan families in Dharamsala,
the home of the Tibetan Government
in Exile. From Dharamsala we traveled
to Kathmandu, Nepal, before beginning
a five week trek in Mustang, a remote
province in Nepal. We were hiking
near the Annapurna circuit in the Hi¬
malayas. After the trek, we returned to
Kathmandu to begin our independent
study projects. I lived in an apartment
in a monastery in Bodhanath in Great¬
er Kathmandu Valley during that time.
TS: With whom did you stay?
LT: We stayed with all different peo¬
ple in all different places. I lived with
a Tibetan family while we were in
Dharamsala, which was amazing and
the best experience. During my inde¬
pendent study period, I lived within
a monastery complex in the Tibetan
district of Nepal with other western
students studying the dharma. I definitcly got the full experience, from

sleeping in a tent while we were "trelT
king to living with a family of six in
their three-room home in Dharamsala.
TS: What was the general philosophy/
mission of your program?
LT: My program focused on Tibetan
and Himalayan studies, and geared to¬
wards understanding the Tibetan con¬
flict and the Tibetan Independence
Movement. It’s a really unique program
because while we were studying Ti¬
betan culture and religion, we couldn’t
visit Tibet due to the restrictions the
Chinese government has in place. In¬
stead we traveled across Asia in major
centers of Tibetan refugees and studied
with them. Living within the exile com¬
munity gave me a better perspective on
the Tibetan conflict and what it’s like
to be a refugee. It also put us at the
heart of the struggle for Tibetan Inde¬
pendence, and we had some amazing
opportunities to meet Tibetan religious
leaders and activists. I also got to attend
a Dharma teaching with His Holiness
the Dalai Lama, which was inspiring.
TS: What do you feel you learned
abroad that you wouldn’t have at home?
LT: My study abroad experience gave
me the opportunity to live outside my
comfort zone. I never would have had
that at Bates. I lived without show¬

ers] without tEe Internet, without
electricity. I pushed myself physically
everyday on our trek, and emotion¬
ally I saw and experienced a level of
poverty that will stay with me forever.

no experience in. You can learn,” said
Ladonne. “It’s about saying ‘here’s what
I can do, what I want to learn and what
you can do for me.’ Get out there.”
Ben Jarrett ’05, currently working in de¬
velopment for Georgetown University,
emphasized that while excessive job
hopping is counterproductive, it is not nec¬
essary to have a set path by graduation.
“Certainly get your resume before
you graduate and embrace that you
need a job, but you don’t have to pick
your career at 21 or 22,” said Jarrett.
“There is time to reinvent yourself. Be
humble about starting over again. An

employee’s respect for the hierarchy
usually correlates with promotions.”
Jared Levy ’09, currently a paralegal,
stressed the importance of keeping job
interviews conversational. “Keep it light¬
hearted. Play ball, adapt to the topic at
hand and have [your interviewer] do
most of the talking.” Levy quoted Wayne
Gretzky, saying, “You miss 100 percent
of the shots you don’t take.”
Other members of the Panel includ¬
ed Eugene Kim ’08, Leo Menard ’08,
William Jack ’08 and Leanne Cunning¬
ham ’08. It was agreed by the panel that
prospective employees must cast their
nets wide, remain open to novel op¬
portunities and fully utilize the alumni
network and OCS.

Thomson 10 Tells of
Tibetan Tribulations
your children in a manner that will allow them to succeed. Studying abroad
forced me to examine my own life
and made me realize how lucky I am.

those less fortunate than ourselves at
Bates, but until you actually see injus¬
tice and experience poverty, then you
really have no idea what it’s like.
TS: What was your most rewarding ex¬
perience?
LT: During our trek, we stayed in
the Mustangi capital of Lo Manthang for a few days to see the fall
harvest festival and Buddhist sup¬
plications to the Bon demons. We
helped to butcher a 700 lb yak and
then ate its heart, then watched
as the King of Mustang destroyed
ritual butter cakes and the children
pretended to chase the demons
away while we carried ancient
Buddhist texts around the village
and chanted. It was absolute insan¬
ity, totally unlike anything else I
had ever seen, and I loved every
second of it. What made it even
more special was that the commu¬
nity welcomed us and encouraged
us to participate in the festival.

Life in America is comfortable, and
we often forget that the rest of the
world lives very differently. Studying
abroad in developing nations helped
me to understand that there are some
things more important in life than
Starbucks, like being able to provide
clean, sustainable farming for your
community, or being able to educate

TS: Overall, are you glad you went?
TS: Anything else you’d like to add?
LT: I am so happy I went abroad. I’m
sure I missed a lot of wonderful things
at Bates, but the experience I had, the
things I saw and the people I met far
outweigh anything else. I think I grew
up a lot while I was abroad. We talk
a lot about human rights and helping

LT: I would strongly encourage ev¬
eryone thinking about study abroad
to take a risk and go someplace they
might not initially have thought to go.
Study abroad is an opportunity to try
something new, so challenge yourself!
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Phillips Student Fellowships Provide Eye-Opening Experiences Abroad
KELLY COX
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR
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Not only are apples ripe for the picking
BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT
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Grizzly Bears,
Oh my!
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BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT

CHARLES THAXTON
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

to have a radio show that exclusively played
Brazilian music,” Julian explained.
No novice, Means has had a show

Radio DJs often cater their shows to
a specific genre or era of music in order
to narrow the spectrum of songs to a

on WRBC since the
first semester of his
first year at Bates,

manageable catalog. Interestingly, the cur¬
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rent DJs of the Week, Brendan Julian TO
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some

upstart
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bounty contained within one specific re¬
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LIZ ROWLEY/THE BATES STUDENT

Grizzly Bear performs at the Orpheum Theatre in Boston last Thursday evening.

it

would be a good idea

p.m., as the two fill the esteemed DJ of
the Week timeslot.

EDWARD STURTEVANT
STAFF WRITER

effect this had on their live performance

they anticipated, as well as more en¬

is undeniable.

ergetic than previous releases.

One intangible element that deter¬
There were some bears in Boston last

Thursday

night’s

set consisted

of

mines whether a band has the propen¬

songs that were almost exclusively from

Thursday night at the Orpheum Theatre...

sity to succeed is their ability to play

the latest release. While watching them

grizzly bears! Anyone who is not familiar

with each other. This isn’t always as

perform, it became obvious that they

with Brooklyn’s famed experimental pop

simple as it sounds. Four incredible

have not abandoned their love of beauti¬

act Grizzly Bear should take some time to

musicians can play together onstage,

ful, sprawling, textured landscapes. They

get acquainted with the group’s work. The

but it is immediately apparent to the

have instead found new ways to empha¬

project was started by Ed Droste as a solo

audience if they lack chemistry. What

size this aesthetic.

effort with the release of the band’s first LP

was so compelling about Grizzly Bear’s

Seeing this band play live is not

in 2004. In adding Chris Bear, Chris Taylor

live show was how well they mastered

something to miss. Their control of per¬

and Daniel Rossen, the group has since

this necessary element. Their uncon¬

formance dynamics seems unparalleled

released two more albums and an EP, in¬

ventional stage set-up reinforced this,

nowadays. One minute the crowd would

cluding this year’s critically acclaimed and

abandoning the traditional drummer in

be on the edge of its seats, enraptured

commercial success, “Veckatimest.”

back, lead singer up front, guitars flank¬

with the soft-reverb drenched vocals on
a minimal, churning background, and

As Grizzly Bear developed from a

ing look and replacing it instead with

bedroom project into a full-fledged band,

a simple, horizontal line of the musi¬

the next minute the audience would be

drastic changes were made in their ap¬

cians across the front of the stage. This

going wild at the explosion of soaring,

proach to song-writing. Droste was origi¬

not only allowed the audience to watch

thumping choruses.

nally the main songwriter for the band

all four musicians, but also allowed the

Grizzly Bear undoubtedly had a

and was lucky enough to be surrounded

band to see each other and interact. In

good 2009. They released an incred¬

by incredible musicians. They began to

this way, the band truly united under

ible album, and Thursday night’s show

capitalize on the plethora of musicianship

the shared spotlight.

and song-writing ability in the band, and

proved they are a must-see band this
Bear

year. If you are presented with the op¬

collaboration became more and more in¬

are aware of the band’s penchant

portunity to watch Grizzly Bear, take

tegral to their music. “Veckatimest” marks

for sonic complexity. Many found

advantage of it. Such engaging per¬

their first fully collaborative effort, and the

“Veckatimest”

formers are few and far-between.

Tenured
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much
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Managing Arts & Living Editor Liz Rowley serves up three fresh album reviews.

Port O’Brien - “Threadbare”
Port O’Brien is California-based indie-folk duo Van Pierszalowski and Cambria Goodwin. “Threadbare,” the group’s third
album, was released October 6, 2009, on TBD Records, a la¬
bel that boasts notable contemporaries such as Radiohead and
White Rabbits.
“Threadbare” is thematically heavy. Not the ideal album to
ignite a dance party, it is best reserved for before bed or as a
soundtrack to the changing scenery out the window of a long
drive. Laigely inspired by the recent death of Goodwin’s younger
brother, the album struggles with and confronts loss in ways that
will move you.
Every song on “Threadbare” is stunning. As the album pro¬
gresses, each track is a melodic departure from the last and is
lovable in its own right The tracks truly trace a grieving process
that seems to apply to a more universal concept of loss, not sim¬
ply loss through death.
Some of the more disconsolate songs, such as “Calm Me
Down” and “In The Meantime” were recorded in San Francis¬
co, in the living room studio of Jason Quever, a friend of Port
O’Brien’s and a member of the band Papercuts. These are the
tracks where, in a solitary but familiar place, Port O’Brien fully
explores the depths and nuances of grief.
“Love Me Through” is not one of these somber tracks.
Here, Port O’Brien betrays their underlying optimism. Al¬

though the lyrics grapple with the doubt and uncertainty that
is often bom in significant relationships, Pierszalowski some¬
how sings through the emotional crisis in a way that is uplift¬
ing. The track is upbeat compared to the rest of the album,
and inspires by pointing to love, without the loss of which
there would be nothing to grieve.
“My Will Ls Good” is another of the more courageous Hacks on
“Threadbare.” This song is confrontational. It is a smoky track that,
with bold certainty, faces the trials and tribulations that shake us to
our core.
Versions of “High Without the Hope” open and close the
album, creating a sense of returning and of repetition that is
somehow comforting. It is a mellow, humming track that
doubles as a starting point and an endpoint, and offers a
sense of closure to a clearly tumultuous album.
“Threadbare” is not entirely easy to adore, but it is a
compilation that makes the most raw of emotions wholly
relatable and absolutely accessible. Pick up a copy of
Port O’Brien and expect great things. If it’s love at first
listen, it’s a shame you’re missing their show tonight
(October 13) at the Paradise Rock Club in Boston—but at
least you loved and lost than never loved at all.
Roaring Review: 5 out of 5 Bobcats
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TheXX-“The XX”

DISCOVERY-“LP”

The XX is a group of four 20-year olds from Southwest
London. Band members include Jamie Smith on beats/MPC
sampler, Baria Qureshi on keyboard and guitar, Oliver Sim
on lead vocal and bass guitar and Madley Crofy on lead
vocals and guitar. Their debut album is a self-titled piece,
released on Young Turks Records on August 17, 2009. While
The XX has worked with Diplo, their debut album was selfproduced, mixed by Jamie Smith and Rodaidh McDonald.
Sim and Crofty’s hushed, breathy back-and-forth vocals
define The XXs sound. The band manipulates sound and
silence, establishing a call-and-response structure in tracks
that create a tension, a longing and an absolutely sensual
tone throughout the album.
The tracks largely explore the dynamics of a tumultu¬
ous relationship, or at least of a passionate and lustful one,
however they do so in ways that are subtle and graceful.
The tone is brooding, highlighting the complexity of being
consumed by desire.
“Crystalised” and “Heart Skipped a Beat” stand out as
the two most solid tracks on the album. Attitudes flare in
“Crystalised,” a swanky, somehow celebratory representa¬
tion of the trials of attachment. “Heart Skipped a Beat” is
more earnest; it holds onto the kind of love that lingers past
its point of expiration.
Despite the group’s apparent success in exploring a
level of emotional involvement past their years, prepare for
disappointment if you watch the “Crystalised” music video.
Here, unfortunate makeup and wardrobe choices paint Sim
as a brooding, angstsy preteen Timberlake-look-alike and
Crofty as an equally tortured preteen Kelly Osbome-lookalike. While the video serves to discredit the group some¬
what, forego it, focus on the sound and let your imagina¬
tion invent your own XX image.

Vampire Weekend keyboardist Rostam Batmanglij and Ra Ra j
Riot singer Wes Miles give entirely new meaning to “having some¬
thing on the side.” 'Ihe two have been collaborating on an R&B/I
experimental side project since 2005. The duo is DISCOVERY, and|
they released their first LP on XL Recordings July 6 of this year.
Their sound is infectious and indulgent. The pair lists high-1
lighter yellow/neon orange as one of their influences on their I
MySpace page, an image that accurately captures the group’s |
aura. Their LP is boisterous and boasts guest vocals from Batmanglij’s Vampire Weekend bandmate Ezra Koenig and Angel I
Deradoorian of Dirty Projectors.
The strongest tracks on the album are arguably “Osaka I
Loop Line” and “Swing Tree.” The melody in “Osaka Loop I
Line” climbs and falls in cycles and couples with a handclap I
beat. The track pulls you in and strings you along in what I
feels like an endless synth spiral.
“Swing Tree” has a similarly instantaneous appeal but is I
somehow more wistful. The vocals of each verse alternate I
between Batmanhlij and Miles, and convey a note of longingl
in the lyrics and in the tone. “Swing Tree” commands atten¬
tion and provokes an irresistible combination of nostalgia |
and exhilaration.
The LP also boasts two solid covers. Diehard Ra Ra Riot fans I
will adore the direction DISCOVERY takes in remaking their I
song “Can You Tell,” and the group’s take on “I Want You Back” I
is both a triumph and a timely tribute to the King of Pop.
While John Meagher of the Belfast Telegraph described!
the LP as “appalling,” Prefix Magazine writer Andrew Winistorfer responded more positively, calling it “a joyous run!
through the tropes of contemporary R&B.” Love DISCOVERY I
or hate them, they are undoubtedly worth considering and|
may help skeptics discover a new favorite album.

Roaring Review: 4 out of 5 Bobcats

Roaring Review: 4.5 out of 5 Bobcats
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Bruno:
HILLARY FINK
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Few comedies capture the American consciousness in the
same way “Borat” did in the fall of 2006. Under the guise of
a Kazakh journalist traveling across the United States, Sasha
Baron Cohen exposes serious truths about our society, spot¬
lighting issues like racism, celebrity culture and anti-Semitism.
The R-rated film received positive reviews and reached such a
large audience that for months after its release catch-phrases
from the film like “my wife” and “very nice” were inescapable
in popular culture.
This summer Baron Cohen attempted to once again
capture the attention of America with his new film, “Bru¬
no.” Based on a character originating in Baron Cohen’s
popular HBO hit “Da Ali G Show,” Bruno is an Austrian
fashion reporter whose most notable characteristic is that
he’s flamboyantly gay.
The film begins with Bruno, who is famous in his home
country, causing a major mishap at a European fashion show.
He is immediately blacklisted from the continental world of
designers and decides to move to the States to pursue a ca¬
reer as a celebrity.
In “Da Ali G Show,” the Bruno sketches were brief, typi¬
cally celebrity interviews that focused on fashion and pop
culture. Unlike Borat, Bruno’s character does not smoothly
transition into the extended screen time of a full length mov¬
ie. The premise of “Bruno” is broad, allowing great variety
in Baron Cohen’s improved ambush of unsuspecting civil¬
ians, celebrities and political figures, but lacks in the plot that
made “Borat” so compelling.
Scenes in “Bruno” can be placed into three categories.
The best are those that shine a light on serious issues in the
American psyche, particularly homophobia. The most intel¬
ligent scene in the film depicts Bruno spending time with
Southern “converters,” attempting to turn him into a hetero¬
sexual. Like the best scenes in “Borat,” this interaction seems
so twisted that it’s hard to believe Baron Cohen is dealing
with real people. Another high point in the script occurs

-Sr
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Final Destination:
Mac's Grill
JOE CAUTERUCCIO
RESTAURANT CRITIC

Teen horror movies are one of the
strangest genres of film (I know this
is supposed to be a restaurant review,
but bear with me). As an outsider look¬
ing in, we know that 90 percent of the
decisions made by the main character
are stupid and usually harmful to their
health. My trip to Mac’s Grill started off
in much the same way as those horror
flicks, with long dark roads, complete
with fog. Now, in retrospect, I’m not
sure I would have made many of the
same decisions.
Upon entering Mac’s Grill, one is
immediately greeted by a giant buf¬
falo head stuffed and mounted on the
wall and the buzz of waitresses and
waiters carrying trays of fried food.
My party sat in the waiting area, ea¬
gerly awaiting our fate. After a short
while, our table was ready.
We ordered coconut shrimp and
the southwestern artichoke dip to
start. The shrimp was coated with a
crunchy coconut batter and fried to
a golden brown. Although a little
greasy, the shrimp were tender and
the sauce was amazing. The artichoke
dip was an entirely different story. The
menu describes the dish as a “cheesy
mix of avocado, artichoke hearts and
baby spinach.” “Cheesy mix” was an
understatement. I tasted nothing but
cheese, and as for the warm corn
chips that accompanied the mix, there
were only about 10.
The missing chip crisis highlights
my main problem with the appetizers
at Mac’s Grill - the portions were ex¬
tremely small and the prices far too
high. Together, the two appetizers
cost $18. In fact, the four shrimp that
made up the coconut shrimp platter
were more expensive than my main
course. My advice is to skip the ap¬
petizers at Mac’s Grill. Not only will
you save money, but you will be able
to dig into the entrees sooner.
The burgers are the highlight of
Mac’s menu. The Whisky Wrangler
Burger managed to wrangle my taste
buds into submission. The barbeque
sauce supposedly contained whis¬
key, although I couldn’t taste any. The
“crispy” onions added texture, which
was a nice contrast to the hamburger
beef. The Blue Bison Burger offered its
own blend of flavors which I enjoyed
- much to my surprise, as I was sus-

This is NOT
Borat

when Bruno visits the Middle East, exposing certain misun¬
derstandings about foreign policy common in the U.S.
The second category of scenes consists of those meant to
highlight the terrible character flaws of the people Baron Co¬
hen encounters. “Bruno” is rife with these depictions. In one
notable scene, Bruno meets with parents of child actors at¬
tempting to earn a spot for their youngsters in a photo shoot.
Baron Cohen gives the parents a list of increasingly absurd
and offensive requirements for the role. By the end, more
than one parent has agreed that their child can either lose 10
pounds in a week or undergo liposuction. As a viewer, it’s
difficult to imagine that people this desperate exist.
Many of the scenes in “Bruno” fall into a third category:
pure shock value. It is these scenes that offended many in the
LGBT community, as they seem to exploit Bnino’s sexuality
in an offensive way. For viewers who came looking for so¬
cial commentary, these scenes proved to be enough to cause
them to take their popcorn to go.
Unfortunately, it is this last category of scenes that sticks
with the viewer, making it difficult to examine the film as a
whole. While the film does have redeeming moments, “Bru¬
no” is a far cry from “Borat.” But if you think you can look
beyond the deliberately shocking and possibly offensive mo¬
ments, there are plenty of clever laughs to be had.

O
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A nicely seared rib-eye steak at Mac's
Grill in Auburn.

picious of combining buffalo meat and
blue cheese. After my first bite, I threw
this assumption out the window. For
more standard fare, order the All-Amer¬
ican burger. This is basically a bacon
cheeseburger and is perfectly accept¬
able, although I had hoped for a little
more bacon and a little less cheese.
If you’re not in the mood fot a
burger, options abound. One of the
picky eaters in our dining party opt¬
ed for chicken fingers. I know what
you’re thinking: “Why he is review¬
ing chicken fingers?” Well, I’m not. I
was entirely focused on the delicious
honey mustard sauce in which I was
drowning them. The sauce was sweet
but offered just enough of a mustard
flavor to keep you out of a dessert
state of mind. This is more than I can
say for the brown sugar sauce that ac¬
companied the sweet potato fries.
If you feel the desire to cut into
a huge slab of meat, Mac’s has you
covered. The 12-ounce rib-eye steak
was very nicely seared. There was just
enough fat on the cut to ensure good
flavor, but not so much that you had
to work for your steak. The rib-eye
was seasoned with a “tumbleweed
rub.” I have no idea what this is, but
it tasted like salt, so I guess if you’re
ever in the dessert and need salt, find
some tumbleweed.
Mac’s Grill was good for what
it was. The burgers were great,
the appetizers were expensive
and the service was enthusias¬
tic. As for the whole teen horror
flick comparison, now you have
watched (or rather read) my little
movie. So, be wary of over-priced
coconut shrimp of death and
stuffed buffalos lurking around
every corner.

Porn: What's Your
Position?
HADLEY GRAY AND MOLLY WARREN
SEX COLUMNISTS

The days of finding your boyfriend’s
Playboy magazines under the bed are over.
With the demise of print, we have seen pom
transition into multiple and varied mediums.
Instead of checking under the box spring,
girlfriends now check their man’s Web his¬
tory. However, women’s suspicions often
go unconfirmed because these days, male
etiquette dictates the clearing of browsers ev¬
erywhere. What’s with this stigma’ Why are
guys so much more comfortable with pom
than girls?
...Or are they?
Over the last few years, the increas¬
ing availability of pom has begun to force
this previously taboo topic into public dis¬
course. With a tremendous amount of free
sources available, the pom industry has
transformed itself and grown exponentially.
The impressive technological advances for
video cameras have furthermore opened
the door to more creative outlets, includ¬
ing a whole new craze - user-generated
pom. These video upload Web sites, like as
“Bangbros,” have inspired many young en¬
tertainers to realize their creative potential
in the world of adult film.
All this begs the question: How can any¬
one not enjoy pom when every imaginable

*
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angle has been
explored?
Upon
logging onto any
of the many adult
websites, we are
immediately
confronted by
every
genre
one could ever
imagine and some we’d rather
not. Some of the more common varieties you
may have heard of include lesbian, gay, sex
toy, gangbang and yes, even animal pom.
Upon exploring multiple Web sites, we made
a list of some of the more colorful tides: “facial
abuse,” “40 inch plus,” “eskimotube,” “milfhunter” and many, many more.
Keep in mind that these Web sites aren’t
just geared towards those who fly solo. Pom
can also add excitement to a couple’s sex life,
whether it is used as a tool to set the mood or
as a means of discovering new sexual posi¬
tions. Try looking up “reverse jackhammer,”
but be warned - this position is not for the
faint of heart.
Pom is not for everyone. For some it
will always be a point of contention consid¬
ered disgusting and degrading and gener¬
ally uncomfortable to watch. Our advice for
you pom virgins is this: There is only one
way to discover your opinion on pom, so
don’t judge it until you’ve tried it.

-e-
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How to get the girl...
Guy to friend: I’ll go to a baseball game. I think she likes baseball.. .Yeah...
-Commons

Bates College, no parents?
Girl to friend: You sounded just like my mom right there. I was terrified.
~Outside a dorm

If he does say so himself...
Runner: We are just too fast!
LIANA BLUM/THE BATES STUDENT

Culminating on October 24th, Project 350 is an international effort to raise awareness of global climate change. Through¬
out September and October Bates joins the Lewiston/Aubum community in sponsoring local events and creating visual
"350" art displays

-Men’s XC practice

Aww...So cute...
Freshman girl: I love living in a dorm! It’s friends and sleepovers all the time!
~Dorm

jjUl
Better Ingredients,
Better ta

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
LARGE OR XLARGE PIZZA

Just can’t get enough...
Girl (looking for company): Have you gone to Commons yet?
Boy: Twice! Don’t worry though, I’ll go again.
-10:3Oa.m. Sunday
Hear something funny that needs to be shared? E-mail your overheards to
mrouvali@bates. edu

GO TO WWW.PAPA3QHNS.COM
BUY ANY LG OR XL PIZZA AND GET ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE!
AVAIL, 7 DAYS A WEEK!
OFFER AVAILABLE ONLINE ONLY
ONCE YOU HAVE SIGNED IN AT THE WEBSITE
GO TO THE VERY BOTTOM OF THE WEB PAGE +
DOUBLE-CLICK THE (BUY-ONE GET-ONE FREE COUPON),
THIS WILL OPEN A NEW WINDOW
WHERE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO PUCE YOUR ORDER.
MANY ilH DISCOUNTS!
NEVER WAIT "ON HOLD* AGAIN!
HOT FRESH PIZZA DELIVERED TO YOUR DORM/FRAT/APART.

Want to
Join the
Staff of
The Bates Student?
E-mail rtavani@bates.edu
or zrosenth@bates.edu
to find out how to get
involved!

PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA
850 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON,MAINE 207-942-PAPAtW!)

BETTER INGREDIENTS
BETTER PIZZA
PAPA JOHN'S!
WWW.PAPAJOHNS.COM
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...Experience the Bliss

Receive 10% off when you show your Bates Id
or $5.00 off for new clients with this ad.
Services we offer include:

Haircuts
Waxing
Coloring/Foils
Facials
Massage
Spa packages

Located at 465 Main
Street
(corner of Main St.
& Frye St.)
Lewiston, ME

(207) 689-2166
www.cloud9ds.com
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Women's Soccer Falls to Williams
NORA HANAGAN
STAFF WRITER

Women’s soccer played with
imimprovement this week as they
came away with a strong win
against USM on Tuesday, a heart¬
breaking loss against Williams on
Saturday, and another tough loss to
Amherst on Sunday.
On Tuesday, playing under the sun
for the first time in nearly a week, the
Bobcats ran away with a 3-0 win against
Southern Maine. Within the first ten
minutes, the Bobcats established their
superiority over the Huskies as they
consistently controlled possession, won
50/50 balls and kept the game in USM’s
half for large amounts of time.
The half ended scoreless despite
numerous chances by the Bobcats and
a 15-1 shot advantage.
The first half draw did not stop the
Bobcat attack as they peppered USM
goalkeeper Alison Bradley with shots
until they finally broke through in the
73rd minute. Defender Amanda Sirianni
T2 scored her first career goal when she
took a pass in the box from midfielder
Meredith Poore ’ll. A natural lefty, Siri¬
anni fired a perfectly arced shot in the
top corner with her right foot.
With ten minutes remaining, Sam
Alper T2 broke through on a counter¬
attack, creating a hole for a perfect
through pass to Tina Tobin T2. Tobin’s
speed helped her dribble through the
final line of defense for a one-on-one
with Bradley. Despite an awkward
shooting angle, Tobin poked the ball

past USM’s goalie and into the netting
on the far left post.
Tobin was not finished with the
Huskies as she returned with 2:34 left
on the clock and collected a wellplaced pass in the penalty area from
Ansley Flanagan T2.
Tobin flicked the ball past Bradley
for the final goal of the match, leaving
the score at 3-0.
Bates held a 33-2 advantage in shots
taken - a clear sign that the Bates of¬
fense worked well together to create
the scoring opportunities they had been
missing in the past few games.
On the defensive end, the usu¬
ally busy Annie Burns T2 had a quiet
game but still earned her third shutout
of the season.
Tobin continued her scoring streak
against top-ranked Williams College
Ephs this past Saturday. While the
F.phs were a far more intimidating op¬
ponent than USM, Bates battled for
the entire 90 minutes.
Tobin tied the game at 1-1 with just
2:46 left on the clock. While it would not
have counted as an upset, a tie against
the Ephs would have been a remarkable
result for the struggling Bobcats.
It looked as though the match
would end at 1-1 until Williams found
the back of the net with only 26 sec¬
onds left. Burns deflected the shot in a
last-ditch effort to hold the tie; however
the ball held its course and rolled into
the back of the net.
‘We played one of our best games yet,”
said Tri-Captain Avery Pierce TO. “We rattled
one of the best teams in the country be¬

cause we played tough for 90 minutes.”
Williams improved their record to
9-0 (5-0 NESCAC), and despite their
superiority over Bates’ record, the
Bobcats gave the hosts their closest
game all season.
Bates became just the second team
to score against Williams and they have
now outscored their opponents by an
astonishing margin of 44-3
In their second game in as many
days, the Bobcats traveled to Amherst
and suffered another tough loss against
the Lord Jeffs.
Amherst took the lead off of an own
goal by Bates in the 30th minute. The lord
Jell's controlled most of the game and came
away with a 34-5 shot advantage.
Despite their offensive output,
Burns kept Amherst in check until the
84th minute when a left footed shot
from inside the box went by. Burns col¬
lected a remarkable total of 17 saves
and continued her stellar performance
this season.
“We went out with the same at¬
titude that we did against Williams,
but couldn’t get the same momen¬
tum or energy,” said Pierce. “We
played well but did not get enough
opportunities to put the ball in the
back of the net.”
The Bobcats record now stands
at 3-6-1 (1-5 NESCAC).
The women will look to improve
their standing when they travel to
University of Maine-Farmington on
Wednesday before gearing up for a
must-win NESCAC contest at Wes¬
leyan on Saturday.
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Ephs "Moo"
Too Strongly for
Field Hockey
ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Bates field hockey team suf¬
fered another tough defeat this past
weekend, dropping their sixth straight
NESCAC contest to the Williams College
Ephs, 5-2. The loss puts Bates’ playoff
hopes in jeopardy as they now hold an
0-6 conference record.
The game started strong as Bates
found the back of the net first. Less
than five minutes into the game, Jenna
Dannis T2 scored her third goal of the
season off of the game’s first shot. Dan¬
nis collected a pass off of a penalty cor¬
ner from Co-Captain Morgan Maciewicz
TO and put it past the keeper to give
Bates a 1-0 advantage and momentum
moving forward.
The Bobcats looked to put the Ephs
on their heels early; however, the Ephs
regained composure and scored four
times before half-time. After the offensive
outburst, the Ephs “mooed” their way into
the break with a daunting 4-1 lead.
After the half, Laura Baran T3 cut

Bates’ deficit to two off of another
Maciewicz assist. The impressive goal
weaved through heavy traffic before it
found the back of the net, but it was
not enough to bring the Bobcats back.
William’s scored their fifth and final
goal of the game with 20 minutes re¬
maining. The defense would hold the
Ephs scoreless over the remainder of
the second half, but the offense could
not find the net again.
>
At the final whistle, Bates was
forced to swallow a difficult, hardfought 5-2 defeat.
Bates goalkeeper Katie McEnroe ’ll
had an impressive showing in net as
she turned away 12 Ephs shots.
“Our defense and midfield play is
solid and seems to get better and bet¬
ter with each game that we play," said
Maciewicz. "We just need to do a betT
ter job creating and capitilizing on our
scoring opportunities.”
The team plays University of South¬
ern Maine this Wednesday afternoon
before traveling to Wesleyan for a mustwin NESCAC game on Saturday.

Impressive Results Football Silenced at Williams
for Men's Tennis
PAUL LOMBARDI

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Bates football team struggled
heavily on both sides of the ball against
the William College Ephs on Saturday,
losing 31-7 and dropping their record
to 0-3 on the season.
The Bobcats started the game
strong and clung to a 7-7 tie through¬
out much of the first quarter.
Bates could not hold off Williams
long, however, as the Ephs offense
kicked into gear, scoring 24 unan¬
swered points during the remainder
of the game.
Williams got on the scoreboard
just over eight minutes into the game
when quarterback Matt Coyne scored
a touchdown on a four-yard run.
Bates showed some resilience arid
countered shortly after as Tri-Captain
Tom Beaton TO scored on a four-yard
touchdown run of his own.
Beaton found the end zone with
just over two minutes remaining in
the first quarter.
The touchdown capped a 15-play,

67-yard drive for the Bobcats that
ate more than five and a half min¬
utes off the clock.
It appeared the two teams would
end the first quarter in a 7-7 deadlock
but with 10 seconds remaining, Wil¬
liams’ running back Ryan Lupo rushed
through the Bates defense and scored,
increasing the Ephs’ lead to 14-7.
Bates kept the game close in the
beginning of the second quarter;
however, just over five minutes into
the frame, the Ephs doubled their
lead when quarterback Patrick Moffitt
found wide receiver J.C. Stickney for
a 41-yard touchdown strike.
Williams added to their lead with
a 26-yard field goal in the third quar¬
ter by Scott Sobolewski, pushing the
score to 24-7.
Lupo scored his second rushing
touchdown of the game with just un¬
der three minutes to play in the fourth
quarter, finishing off the scoring and the
Bobcats, 31-7.
“Just looking at the score it is pretty
clear that we didn’t play well yesterday,”

said Beaton. “We didn’t make plays
when we needed to and [Williams]
seemed to continually make a big play
at the most inopportune time for us.”
Despite the tough loss, there
were some bright spots for the
struggling Bobcats.
Quarterback Trevor Smith T3
saw his first game action as a Bob¬
cat and made the most of his lim¬
ited playing time.
Smith led Bates in rushing
with 21 yards on five attempts in
addition to passing for 20 yards
and two completions.
Beaton was strong as usual, con¬
tributing the Bobcats only points for
the day.
Tight end Sean Wirth TO continued
his strong season on Saturday with a ca¬
reer high 10 receptions and 102 yards.
These were the highest receiving totals
by a Bobcat since the 2006 season.
Bates will continue to look for its
first win of the season when they hit
the road to face off against Wesleyan
University this Saturday at 1 p.m.
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Amrit Rupasinghe '10 made it to the finals of the A-Flight doubles bracket with
partner Matt Betties '13.

suspenseful and hard-fought match.
Mannelly
emerged
victorious,
though it was not without a challenge
from Fenno as the two battled in three
sets, 6-3, 5-7, 10-6.
Mannelly’s victory propelled him
into the B flight finals; however, his
success would end there. Max Will¬
ner, another impressive player from
Vassar, was able to beat out Man¬
nelly in the finals, 6-2, 6-1.
The Bobcat’s B flight doubles pair
featured Jeff Beaton T2 and Saw¬
yer Lawson T2. The sophomore duo
made it within arm’s length of the
winner’s circle, falling to Skidmore’s
Max Bevan and Ethan Bond in a hotly
contested match, 8-4.
By the end of the weekend, Vassar
and Skidmore proved that their depth
and talent were too much for their op¬
ponents to handle as they took home
five of the six tournament titles.
Bates made three of the six champi¬
onship matches, while Rupasinghe and
Betties both reached the semi-finals of
the A flight singles bracket.
The home court Wallach Invitation¬
al wraps up the fall season of the men’s
tennis schedule. The team will look to
train hard throughout the winter with
the goal of the spring NCAA Champi¬
onships in mind. Women’s tennis will
close out their schedule with the NEWITT Championships this coming
weekend at Amherst, Mount Holyoke
and Smith.

ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The annual Wallach Men’s Tennis
Invitational was held this Saturday and
Sunday at Bates’ own Wallach Tennis
Center. The tournament featured com¬
petitors from Colby, Amherst, Trinity,
Brandeis, Vassar and Skidmore.
The event successfully showcased
the strength and depth of the men’s ten¬
nis team. Bates’ top competitors in A
Doubles, B Doubles and B Singles all
advanced to final rounds, though no
one was able to bring home a tourna¬
ment championship.
Bates’ top doubles team, All-Amer¬
ican Amrit Rupasinghe TO and Matt
Betties T3 cruised through the first
day before defeating Vassar’s duo of
Max Willner and Andrew Guzick 8-6
to advance to the A flight finals. In
the championship match, Rupasinghe
and Betties fell in a tough fight against
Mike Mattelson and Greg Katz, also
from Vassar, 8-5.
In the B flight singles competition,
Co-Captain Ryan Mannelly TO and
Zack Fenno TO were forced to battle
each other for a spot in the final round.
Through four years of competitive ten¬
nis, Mannelly and Fenno have matched
up countless times on the practice
court, but never in a match as decisive
as Sunday.
Both Bobcats knew each other’s
strengths and weaknesses, leading to a
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Volleyball Goes 1-2
ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

It was a busy week for the Vol¬
leyball team as they tackled three
matches against top competitors St.
Joseph’s College, Tufts and Bowdoin,
respectively. The team stayed in state
for their triple-header as they played
at St. Joseph’s on Tuesday evening be¬
fore traveling to Bowdoin for their two
NF.SCAC matches.
The Bobcats demolished St. Joseph’s
on their home court, 3-0. The team's
non-conference foe proved to be no
match to the Bobcats, as they failed to
accumulate more than 12 points in any
of the three games played that evening.
For Bates, Avery Masters ’10 and Eli¬
za Pyne T3 collectively earned 17 kills.
Grace Haessler T2 got six service aces
and a match-high 29 assists. Another
big-play performer was rookie Nicole
Russell T3 who popped up 11 digs from
the back row.
Though the Bobcats still boast a
winning 9-6 record overall this season,
their conference record holds at 0-6.
Though Tuesday’s win was noth¬
ing less than good practice and a solid
confidence booster for the Bobcats, the
excitement was short-lived as the team
went on to drop two key conference
matches against NESCAC rivals Tufts
and Bowdoin.
The Tufts match was the easier
of the two defeats to swallow, as the
Jumbos are the premier volleyball
program in the NESCAC. What’s more,
the final 3-0 score gives no justice to
Bates’ strong showing against their
top-ranked opponent.
In all three games played, Bates
showed consistency as they trailed by
no more than 4 points; however, they
could not close the gap or take a set

from the Jumbos.
Tri-Captain Tess Dokus TO led the
team with eight kills and four digs,
while Pyne earned four blocks and four
kills of her own.
Tri-Captain Liz Leberman TO con¬
tributed seven kills while Masters added
another six.
“It was one of our best match¬
es of the season,” said Leberman.
“We played very consistently against
[Tufts], but we had trouble finish¬
ing the two sets that we only lost by
two points. Even though we lost, we
proved that we can compete with the
top teams in NESCAC.”
The Bobcats had little time to re¬
flect on what could have been as the
team went on to lose to the Bowdoin
Polar Bears the next day. The Bobcats
stole a set; however it was not enough
as the Polar Bears stormed away with
a 3-1 victory.
The Bobcats defeated Bowdoin
earlier this season in a non-confer¬
ence competition, 3-2. In this Sat¬
urday’s showdown, the two Maine
rivals split the first two sets, but
Bowdoin broke away, taking the fi¬
nal two with dominating scores of
25-11 and 25-18, respectively. Dokus
racked up nine kills, while Haessler
and Russell combined for 30 digs.
“Coming off this weekend, we know
that our biggest challenge is being able
to consistently play at our highest level
throughout the entire match,” said Leb¬
erman. “In the coming weeks we will be
focusing on finishing matches strong so
that we are prepared for our final NES¬
CAC matches at the end of October.”
The Bobcats hope to bring this kind
of focus when they travel to Wellesley
College to take on SUNY New Paltz on
Friday, and F.ndicott and Bridgewater
State on Saturday.

Women's Golf Fourth
After Day One of
Williams Invitational
HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

After day one of the Williams Fall
Classic, the women’s golf team was
ranked fourth out of all competing NE¬
SCAC schools. Head Coach Bob Flynn
provided details from his teams’ perfor¬
mance in a phone conversation, as of¬
ficial scores were posted late due to the
matches unusual Sunday and Monday
scheduling.
The Williams Fall Classic has
transformed into a weekend event
in which the first day serves as the
NESCAC Championship.
While schools outside of the NES¬
CAC compete on both days, NESCAC
schools are ranked against their in-con¬
ference foes.
Mimi Neal T2 led Bates with a 91 good for 32nd place out of 60 golfers.
Bridgid Dunn T2 followed in 48th with
a 97 while Tessa Pals T2 and Co-Captain
Whitney Roller TO came in 50th and 55th,
respectively.
The women teamed up to shoot a

combined score of 394.
“Whitney did not have her best day,”
said Flynn. “It was not our best show¬
ing, but we were only nine strokes be¬
hind Middlebury.”
Amherst won the NESCAC Cham¬
pionship with a combined score of
328. Williams and Middlebury finished
ahead of Bates with scores of 336 and
385, respectively.
The men’s golf team had no match¬
es over the weekend; however they
face their biggest test of 2009, the New
England Intercollegiate Golf Association
Championships next Monday and Tues¬
day in Brewster, MA.
The event features over 45
schools from all over New England.
Bates has not competed in the big
championship since 2004, and Coach
Flynn is excited to be a part of the
event again.
“This is the biggest event of the
year,” said Flynn. “The NEIGA Cham¬
pionship is the biggest collegiate golf
event in New England and we are glad
to be a part of it this year.”

Women's XC 25th at
Open New England
Champisonships at
Franklin Park

NESCAC
STANDINGS
Men’s Soccer
I Team

Overall

6-0-3
8-1-1

I Wesleyan
I Trinity
I Williams
I Amherst
[Conn.
| Bowdoin
[ Middlebury
| Colby

8-1-1
6-2-0
5- 2-1
6- 2-1
4-3-2
2-5-2
2-5-2
1-6-2

Bates

I Tufts

Women’s Conf.
Soccer
Overall

Team

Williams
Amherst
Middlebury
Tufts
Bowdoin
Trinity
Wesleyan
Colby

6-0-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
3-2-0
3-3-0
2-3-1
2-4-0
1-4-1

Bates

1-5-0

Conn.

0-5-0

10-0-0
7-2-0
7-1-0
5-4-0
5-4-0
3-3-2
5-4-1
3-5-1
3-6-1
3-6-0

Field Hockev
Conf. Overall

Team

Trinity
Tufts
Williams
| Amherst
Bowdoin
Middlebury
Conn.
Colby
Wesleyan
RYAN RICE/THE BATES STUDENT

Bates

Liz Schulze '13 en route to a 116th-place finish out of 322 runners in the Open New
England Championships in Boston, MA.

COREY HILL
STAFF WRITER

The women’s cross-country team
ran past in-state rivals Bowdoin and
Colby on their way to a 25th-place fin¬
ish at the Open New England Champi¬
onships this past Saturday at Franklin
Park in Boston, MA.
Liz Schulze '13 led the Bobcats at
the Franklin Park course with a per¬
formance that is becoming familiar to
Bates. Schulze crossed the line in 19
minutes and 38 seconds, good for 116th
in the enormous field of 327 runners.
Four other Bates women crossed
the line within 30 seconds of Schulze Co-Captain Katie Bash TO, Co-Captain
Abby Samuelson TO, Esther Kendall TO
and Jennifer Mitton 'll crossed in 143rd,
152nd, 162nd and 172nd, respectively.
“We ran really well as a team and
pushed one another along,” said Samu¬
elson. “We never seem to compete to
the best of our ability at open New
England’s. I think that everyone was a
bit run down from sickness and a hard
week of training.”
The women beat NESCAC rivals
Colby and Bowdoin for the first time
in Samuelson’s four years at Bates. De¬

spite the positives from the race, Sam¬
uelson felt that the women could have
ran significantly better - a good sign
as the team prepares for the upcoming
State Championships.
With the mixed impressions of the
varsity results, there were some undeni¬
ably strong races from the junior var¬
sity women. As a team, the JV Bobcats
placed a solid 19th out of 30 compet¬
ing teams. Jenny Monsulick T2 led the
junior contingent, placing 72nd with a
strong time of 20:30. Following Mon¬
sulick were Lindsay Cullen T3, Ngoc
Pham TO, Elizabeth Rowley ’ll and
Hillary Chisholm T3, finishing 95th,
99th, 104th and 125th, respectively.
The Bobcats will prepare for the
Maine State Championships this week
with the goal of beating both Bowdoin
and Colby again. While the race will be
held on Colby’s home course, Samuel¬
son feels confident in Bates’ talent and
intensity leading up to the race.
“The course at Colby is much
more challenging than Franklin Park,”
said Samuelson. “That bodes well for
us because our team seems to thrive
on hillier courses.”
The State Championship meet will be
held this Saturday on Colby’s home course.

Volleyball
Conf. Overall

Team

Tufts
| Amherst
j Williams
! Conn.
Bowdoin
Trinity
Wesleyan
Middlebury
Hamilton

5-0

19-1

I Bates

Icolby

Football
Team

Amherst
Trinity
Tufts
Wiliams
Bowdoin
Colby
Hamilton
Middlebury
Wesleyan
, Bates

Really, Phil Cuzzi?
BOBCAT You're Joking, Right?
Of THE WEEK

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Amrit Rupasinghe
Two-time AllAmerican Amrit
Rupasinghe teamed
up with new doubles
partner Matt Betdes
'13 to finish as the
runners-up in the
A-Flight doubles
bracket of the Bates
hosted Wallach
Men's Tennis invi¬
tational last week¬
end. Rupasinghe
also made it to the
semi-final round of
the A-Flight singles
bracket.

East Coast for the two games in Ana¬
heim (and the Angels dominated them
on all accounts of well-played baseball).
My criticism of officials mainly stems
from the mind-numbing botched call by
left field umpire Phil Cuzzi in the top of
the 11th inning of game two between
the Yankees and Twins.
Minnesota catcher Joe Mauer hit
what should have been a ground rule
double down the leftfield line with
no outs. Cuzzi was standing there,
crouched in position and ready to de¬
liver the fair ball signal.
Or so we thought.
Cuzzi ruled the ball foul as it
bounced into the stands. Did his con¬
tact fall out5 Did he take some special
sauce during the seventh inning stretch?
Maybe he needed a little extra cash. I
have no explanation for the call.
The ball was at least eight inches to
the right of the foul line and Cuzzi prac¬
tically had his face buried in the dirt to
make sure he got the call right.
Somehow he missed the call
and it undoubtedly affected the re¬
sult of the game.
For whatever reason, instant replay
has not been approved for these types
of calls - only questionable homeruns.
Had there been the ability to reverse the
call, it would have been flipped faster
than Evan Bagley TO can face-dodge
and Mauer would have scored on the
following play.
It was not reversed, and Mauer dug
back into the box and hit a single (be¬
cause he is a machine). What ensued

could have been the break the Twins
desperately needed after all-star closer
Joe Nathan collapsed in the bottom of
the ninth, forcing the extra innings in
the first place.
Jason Kubel followed Mauer with
a single. If Cuzzi (or should we say
Snoozy?) had made the correct call,
Mauer would have been on his way
to the plate in hopes of giving the
Twins a 4-3 lead. If the Twins were
cautious, they could have held Mau¬
er at third and had runners on the
corners with no outs.
Had Mauer not been sent on the
Kubel single, Michael Cuddyer followed
with another single and that would have
scored Mauer without question.
Complaining on the field really is
pointless, for the umpires have the final
word. But complaining off the field, af¬
ter the game and in the comfort of the
library is completely useless. I can sit here
all day and run through the “what ifs?” of
that call, but none of them matter.
Sure, Minnesota likely would have
gone into the bottom of the 11th with
a 4-3 lead, but the Yankees could have
put one man on and hit a walk-off
homerun with their gargantuan lineup.
Instead, it was 3-3 and Mark Texeira
hit a solo walk-off homerun over the
wiffleball porch in right field to send the
Yankees to a 2-0 series lead.
Maybe it is time for Commissioner
Bud Selig and his posse to look into
an expansion of the instant replay sys¬
tem. The outcome of that game cannot
change now, but with missed calls like
the ones we have seen to this point in
the ALDS, something needs to be done.

-6-

After all, if home plate umpire
Randy Marsh had not missed the hitby-pitch that grazed Detroit Tigers’
third-baseman Brandon Inge in the
one-game, do-or-die playoff against
the Twins last week, we would not
even be having this discussion. It
could have been the Tigers visiting the
Yankees in the Bronx.
But Marsh missed the call and so the
story goes: The Twins rallied to win in
the bottom of the 12th, sending them
straight into their series against the Yan¬
kees, where they now face a 2-0 deficit.
Some may call it Karma and some
might call it ironic, but whatever the
case, the playoffs matter too much to
have blown calls at crucial points in
these games.
The Yankees got lucky on that call,
but that is not why they won the game.
They won because of great pitching and
timely hitting. They were dutch when
they needed to be clutch and they got
the job done - with a little bit of luck
on their side.
Now imagine if Derek Jeter hit the
ball that Joe Mauer did and Cuzzi still
ruled it foul. Would we have had the
same outcome?
With all that power and money in
the Big Apple, my gut instinct says no,
there would be uproar.
I get headaches thinking about it.
And that is just too much thinking for
a Sunday afternoon - especially since
the Red Sox were just embarrassed by
the Angels.
Just like umpires and other sporting
officials, nobody can be perfect, right
Jonathan Papelbon?
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Men 's XC Misses Brecher in Boston
KATIE BASH
STAFF WRITER

Co-Captain Devin Dilts ’ll ran the
Bobcats' fastest time of the day at the
Open New England Championships
this past weekend. Dilts finished the 8k
course in 25:54 - 73rd out of 320 total
runners.
Dilts’ performance led the Bobcats
to 32nd overall in a competitive field of
47 teams.
The annual championship meet is

held at Boston’s Franklin Park and
hosts teams from Division I, Division
II and Division III schools, making
it the biggest and most, competitive
meet of the season for Bates and
other NF.SCAC schools.
The meet consists of both varsity
and sub-varsity races and it always fea¬
tures some of the best collegiate run¬
ners in the Northeast.
Co-Captain Doug Brecher TO was un¬
able to compete due to illness and his ab¬
sence certainly affected the overall team
score. Brecher’s illness opened the door

for some new contributors and Ryan Rice
13 filled the void admirably as he fin¬
ished second for the Garnet harriers and
180th overall in 26:52. Conor Welch 10
was just eight seconds behind in 192nd.
Andrew Wortham 10 had a strong
performance after being out due to in¬
jury and posted a solid time of 27:05.
Rounding out the top seven Bates run¬
ners was Tom Esponette 11 in 27:12,
Sean Colligan 12 in 27:30 and Troy Calandra 12 in 27:32.
“We definitely didn’t do as well as
we would have liked. It was a tough day

for us,” said Dilts.
In the sub-varsity race, the Bobcats
fared slightly better and finished 16th
out of 27 schools.
The team finished in front of sev¬
eral NESCAC rivals including Wes¬
leyan University (20th), Colby College
(25th) and Connecticut College (26th).
Eric Kimball 13 led the Bobcat pack.
Kimball was 58th overall and ran a
solid time of 27:16. Behind Kimball,
Bates’ top seven consisted of Graham
Pearsall 13 finishing in 27:23, Peter
Gurney 11 in 27:26, Peter Corcoran

12 in 27:44, Kenneth Whitney 13 in
28:23, Jamey Epstein 13 in 28:37 and
Ben Chebot 12 in 28:55.
“The team ran really well together
during the first two miles, but after that
we separated and found our splits drop¬
ping,” said Esponette. “The course was
wet and slippery. Half the time I was
just focusing on staying on my feet, not
necessarily on going faster.”
The Bobcats will regroup from the
difficult weekend as they prepare for
the State of Maine Championships this
coming Saturday at Colby College.

This Ump
Should
Stay Home
Next Time

Five Months Off? No Big Deal

HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS
EDITOR

LINDSAY THOMSON/COURTESY PHOTO

The women's crew practices on the Androscoggin River earlier this fall. Despite nearly five months out of racing, the women finished second last weekend.
HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s crew raced for the
first time since its second-place finish
at the NCAA Championships last May
and picked up right where they left
off. The women finished second out of
26 boats competing at the Quinsigamond Snake Regatta in Worcester, MA,
on Saturday as they kicked off their
2009/2010 season.
Despite losing key members
from last year’s boat and being out
of racing for nearly four and a half
months, the women reassembled
and looked primed for another im¬
pressive run at the NCAAs.
Led by Co-Captains Danica Do-

roski 10 and Alison Frye 10, the first
varsity eight finished the 4k course
in 16:54.427 - second only to Mount
Holyoke who won in 16:49-914.
“We came into this race very
uncertain of what to expect,” said
Doroski. “Even with such a young
crew the first boat managed to
medal this past weekend placing
second just 4.5 seconds behind
Mount Holyoke.”
Not to be overshadowed by the
first boat, the second boat came in
twelfth despite a major technical error
partway through the course.
The mistake cost the boat precious
time; however, they rebounded to fin¬
ish strong at 18:47.517.
“It was too bad that happened,”

said Claire Durkin 12, a strong row¬
er in the second boat. “It is some¬
thing that sometimes happens early
in the season, but we rowed really
well. Hopefully it was our only one
of the season.”
The men’s crew raced in the same
regatta and put forth a strong showing
in their first race since May. Much
like the women’s first varsity boat,
the men’s boat graduated some key
members; however, they continued
the success that they became famil¬
iar with last spring.
Co-Captains Glenn Kelly 10 and
Graham Pearson 10 led the men’s first
varsity boat which crossed the line in an
impressive third place out of 17 boats
as they finished in 14:42.397, just be-

hind WPI (14:07.391) and Holy Cross
(14:24.963). The men edged out in-state
rival, Colby, by almost five seconds.
“It was a good way to start the year,”
said second boat member Ben Hester
10. “Both the first and second boats
did really well. While the fall season
is short, it gives us a good baseline as
we move into winter training for the
spring season.”
The second varsity boat snuck into
10th with a time of 15:56.600 - in front
of Tuft’s first varsity boat and just be¬
hind BC’s first varsity.
Both the men’s and women’s
crews will travel to Cambridge, MA
on Sunday for the annual Head of
the Charles Regatta - a premier row¬
ing event in the Northeast.

Men’s Soccer Shut out by Ephs

ANIHUNY MICtLI/CUUKItST efIUlU

Returning from injury on Saturday, Co-Captain Patrick King TO (19) contests an Ephs player with Ben Trook TO (22) and Nick Barron T3 (5).
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Ethan Ilirshberg 12 and John Mur¬
phy 12 teamed up to put Bates on the
scoreboard as the Bobcats played to
their second tie of the season against the
University of Southern Maine Huskies at
Yarmouth High School on Wednesday.
Because of inclement weather
and poor conditions on USM’s grass
field, the game was shifted to the
field-turf in Yarmouth.
The Bobcats and Huskies were
evenly matched throughout Wednes¬
day’s contest, with USM holding a
slight 12-11 advantage in shots. The
match was scoreless until the 49th
minute when Hirshberg and Murphy
put together a perfect play to score off
of a corner kick.
Murphy took advantage of his for-

mer high school turf and launched the
ball into the box, where it slipped past
USM goalkeeper David Kreps. Hirsh¬
berg was waiting and easily put the ball
in the back of the net, giving the Bob¬
cats a 1-0 lead.
The assist was Murphy’s second of
the season and he now leads the Bob¬
cats in scoring with six points - two
goals and two assists.
The Huskies put together a strong
counterattack, evening the game with
just 13 minutes remaining. USM striker
Johnny Warren was fouled just outside
the penalty area, giving the Huskies a
direct kick from close range.
Bates goalkeeper Greg Watts 12
dove one way but was unable to block
Alex Burnham’s shot, which was redi¬
rected in the opposite direction and
brought the game to a 1-1 draw.
After two 10-minute overtimes, the

match ended in a draw. Both teams had
scoring opportunities throughout over¬
time but could not connect.
Bates’ Dae Ro Lee 11 was close
to putting the Bobcats ahead with a
long, bending shot toward the end of
the second overtime period, but nar¬
rowly missed.
USM outshot Bates 4-2 in overtime,
however the Bobcat defense stayed strong
and ably held the Huskies off for the tie.
Saturday found the Bobcats strug¬
gling to maintain their momentum from
recent games, as they fell 4-0 to the con¬
ference-leading Williams Ephs.
The Ephs were strong from the
start, scoring three times in the open¬
ing 19 minutes of the game. They con¬
tinued their dominance throughout
the rest of the first half, using an effi¬
cient passing attack to keep the Bates
defense on their toes while also quiet¬

ing their offense.
The Bobcats mounted some pres¬
sure on Williams in the second half
and play began to balance between
the two sides.
Unfortunately, the commanding F.ph
defense was able to smother all Bobcat
opportunities, leaving them scoreless
for the match. Williams added to its lead
in the 59th minute, with a second goal
from Charles Romero.
Williams outshot Bates 22 to 10.
Watts collected five saves in 75 minutes
of play before being replaced by Karl
Alexander ’ll, who made one save and
kept the Ephs scoreless for the remain¬
der of the match.
The men will host Thomas College
on Tuesday at 4 p.m. at Russell Street
Field for a non-league contest before
traveling to Wesleyan on Saturday in
search of their first NESCAC win.
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I have never been an
umpire, judge, referee or
sporting official of any sort. I probably
never will be. Their job is difficult and
overwhelming because their decisions
can influence the outcome of a game.
Fans think they are biased. Players
complain to no avail. Coaches are furi¬
ous when a call does not go their way
(yet stand silently when they get away
with murder).
Meanwhile, the always critical me¬
dia points out the flaws of these perfect¬
ly imperfect people. And that is what I
am here to do.
A perfect official is an oxymoron
(kind of like the Jamaican jerk chicken
served in Commons).
No matter what happens in any
given game, you can be sure that the
official made a couple of mistakes. It
is natural, right? It is impossible to be
flawless, yet when officials are wrong,
they take a verbal beating from a major¬
ity of the people involved.
With that in mind, human error can
only go so far.
I used to complain to officials in
soccer until I realized it was all for
nothing. How many times have you
watched a sporting event and seen an
official change a call because the athlete
complained? Leave Italian soccer play¬
ers out of it and I can assure you that
it is extremely rare. Officials most often
stand by their decisions - until they are
proven wrong on video.
NHL implemented instant replay
in 1991 to take care of question¬
able goals. Football was smart and
came up with the challenge system
in 1999. Basketball jumped on the
instant replay bandwagon in 20022003 and NBA Commissioner David
Stern recently called for more exten¬
sive use of the system. Tennis joined
the party in 2006 with the Hawk-Eye
player challenge system.
What about baseball, the sport with
the most officiating of all?
Major League Baseball just started
using instant replay during the last
month of the 2008 season. It was sup¬
ported by managers in a 25-5 vote and
was viewed as a way to clear up con¬
troversial homerun calls.
The umpire’s role in baseball is
bigger than most sports, as he is the
keeper of balls and strikes, fair and
foul, tags or force-outs and legiti¬
mate catches. With so many variables,
the umpire can impact the outcome
of a baseball game easier than Rudy
Schmidt '10 can cradle his lax wand.
The system succeeded in doing
that, and it was was used four times
during that month and even more
throughout the 2009 season.
But when will MLB instant replay in¬
clude other forms of controversial calls?
1 watched a lot of baseball over the
last several months and saw my share
of controversy, but the umpiring in the
2009 American League Division Series
has been downright awful.
I will not even get into the three
missed calls by first base umpire C.B.
Bucknor in game one of the Red Sox
and Angels series (we already had one
Buckner screw us over, C.B,).
Two went against Boston and one
against the Angles; however they were
all insignificant in the eventual outcome
of the game. The Red Sox did not lose
because of these calls, but rather because
they decided to leave their offense on the
See REALLY, page 11

